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Preretireuent Work Options:
Evaluation of a. Part-time Employment

Experiment

ABSTRACT

, The evaluation of the Preretirement Work Options Project had two
objectives. First we determined the extent to which older full-time
Wisconsin State employees are interested in reducing hours of work before
retirement. Second, for 30 workers who actually reduced their hours of
work, we measured the impact of that reduction on JO satisfaction, productivity,
job tenure and on the attitudes of their supervisors towards older workers.

Approximately five percent of workers indicated interest in reducing
their hours of work within the next year. Another two percent indicated they
would wotk part-time.if given assurance they could return to full-time work.
Whether others would also be interested in such work options depends upon the
strength of their concern about thanges in fringe benefits that might follow
frot a reduction in hours of work. There appears to be some.misinformation
about the efiect of cbanging work hours on health and life insurancehenefits.
With correct information another small percentage would work part-time. The
majority of workers interested in part-time work, would actually reduce their
hours-of work; only if there were some sort of financial,offset to the loss in
retirement benefits (including social security) that would result. The vast
majority of respondents cite loss in future retirement income as a major
concern in altering their current work and retirement plans.

Looking at the reasons why some workers are interested in reducing their
hours of work, we find that part-time work may be an avenue to address growing job
dissatisfaction and declining health. Thus broader work options would permit
the continued employment Of employees who might otherWike retire because of
growing dissatisfactibn or ill health.

The major impact of an alternative work options program would probably
be to allow_workers to extend work beyond their expected retirement age. Our
data indicate a desire on the part of the majority of workers to work longer
than they nbw expect to. That these wishessare not idle dreams is suggested
by information on changes in retirement age that actually occurred when the
state's mandatory retirement age was raised film 65 to 70 and on the large
number of retirees who have actually worked in non-state jobs following their
retirement from state employment.

We found that actual reductions in hours of,work-produced few changes in
job satisfaction, job performance or supervisors' attitudes during the
-slemonstration project. There is some indication that participant workers were
,a special group whose'work attitudes might have both enabled them to arrange
for a reduction in hours of work and determined their rather high job satisfaction
both before and during'the evaluation period. The maintenance of job
satisfaction and job performance for,both projett participants and the control
group of workers may indicate that workers adjust to the work situation in
which they are likely to remain. At the same time, there are no major.costs
in terms of job performance if the reduction in hours of wotk is granted and
supervisors who are willing to allow changes in* work schedules are not
disillusioned by their experience with older warktrs working part-time.



We conclude that a phased retirement program would benefit about
five percent of older state workers by allowing them to reduce their hours
of work prior,to retirement. Such a program would be particularly attractive
to workers seeking ways to combat deteriorating health and a4just their
working lives to growing job dissatisfaction. It is clear that the
retirement system is a =for barrier to more interested workers reducing
their hours of work. If the double penalty imposed by the state retirement
system against workers choosing to reduce their hours of work prior to
retirement were eliminated, more workers who are interested in part-time
work might consider this option seriously. It is clear from our data that no
change in job satisfaction, performance or supervisors' attitudes stemmed from
Older workers reducing work hours. Finally there is no indication that supervisors
represent a major stumbling block to workers reducing their work hours, though
it may be that barriers exist for individual workers or jobs and that state
,policies limit thewillingness or ability of workers and supervisers to
introduce part-time work schedui,es.

1
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Prefice

Thissreport details the results of an evaluation of the Pre-retirement

Work Options Project (PRWO) devekoped bY thg Alternative Work,Patterns Unit

(AWP) of the Department.of Employment Relations\of the. Wisconsin State

Department of Employee Relations (DER). This,project was-designed to

evaluate the intereseof older state workerpin reducing their hours of

Iwork prior to retirement and the effect on job satisfaction and perfortance

of a group of workers who reduced from full time to part time work. The

AWP-DER unit was responsible for recruiting workers into che project and

for orienting workers and their supervisors to the requirements of

participation. The evaluation of the project was undertaken by a dtaff

at the University of Wisconsin headed by Dr. Karen C. Holden, Department of

Economics and Dr. Timothy W. Bosworth, Industrial Relations Research Institute.

Th'e evaluation was conducted in two stages. First,we surveyed all

Wisconsin state workers age 55 or older to ascertain their interest in

reducing hours of work and to obtain demographic and economic data that

would enable us to explain why some workers were interested in part

time work options while others were not. Second, we were responsible for

evaluating the experiences of 30 workers who were part of the demonstration

project to measure the impact of reducing hours of work on job satis-

faction, job performance and attitudes of their supervisors towards older

workers.

During the first two years of the project we developed the required

survey instruments and analyzed the data we collected from these surveys

on older Wisconsin state workers and the 30 project participants. Only

after all participants were on board were weable to identify the control

groups of workers and supervisors and begin the analysis of the efiects

of part time work on job satisfaction and performance. This effort

occupied the final stage of the project.

U0.1



In addition, at yariom stages of the-project the AWB-DER unit re-

quested that we assist them in developing surveys and analyzing data on

other worker groups. The largest of these was a survey of

recipients of Wisconsin State Retirement Fund annuities. We also advised

on a survey of full-time workers over 65 and coded and tabulated these

data.

Dr. Bosworth had overall responsibility fdr the administration

of the project. He was also primarily responsible for the research design for the

demonstration project and the development of all required surveys. Dr.

Holden's major responsibility was the development of the older worker

survey and the analysis of that data. Thomas Mattern and later Stephaaie

Green were in charge of Interviewing participants, control group workers,

and their supervisors, and Ms. Green participated in the final analysis

and writing of the final report.

This report is divided into four sections. In Section I we describe

the origin of the project and the issues addressed,and we discuss the

literature on part-time work. In Section II we analyze the interest of

older workers in part-time work and the reasons why some are not willing

to reduce hours of work iile others are. At the end of this,section we

also provide some information on the willingness a retirees to work

part time. In Section III we present data on project participants, their
-

supervisors and the control groups of workers and supervisors. In this

section we attempt td answer the questions of whether the reduction in

hours of work alone has a measurable effect on job satisfaction and

performance. Section IV presentS our conclusions and recommendations.

Several people have assisted in the project and for their time and

insights we are srateful. Susan Meives, now Senior Staff Associate,

At"
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vi

University of Wisconsin System, advised us at the very early stages,

sharing with Us her experiences evaluating an earlier job-sharing

demonStrition project for DER. Randy Dunham, School of Business, helped

develop the job performance measures. David Zimmerman, Mathematics

Policy Research, Madiaon, adviked us at several stages during the first

two years of the project. Finally we wish to thank the AWP-DER unit

staff, specifically MaTy Cirilli, and Diane Lindner for their work in

developing the idea for this project, Mary Mullen for her work in keeping

track of project details, and Wanda Duborg, Dorothy Schmidt, and Kath-

ryn Moore for their pork with participant-recruitment.
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IntroducOon

A. Background

Within the past few years interest has grown in the-economic and

social advantages of part-ttme work and in programs that would increase

part-time work opportunities. Introduction of part-time work on a broader

scale could have hmportant public policy implications. Some observers

argue that increased use of part-thme employment could reduce the number

of persons unemployed and the costs of periods of unemployment to the

individual and to society.
, For example, Levitan and Belous (1977) argue

that if only ten percent of all full-time workers reduced their work week

to four eight-hour days, up to tWo million new people could be put to work.

Other proponents maintain diet widespread use of part-time employment

Tould increase employment among individuals Teihose physical disabilities,

home and child-care obligations or inadequate job skills limit their

ability tO find full-time emOloyment. Groups that would be most advantaged

by an increase in part-time work opportunitiee include workers near retire-

,

ment, age, already retired workers who wish to supplement pension income,

women with young children and teen agers. Advocates of part-time work also

argue that, in general, partrtime workers are more productive and satisfied

with their jobs than are full-time workers (Foegen, 1976; Nollen et al.,

1976). Part-time workers are also less likely to quit, be late or be

absent from work (Greenwald & Liss', 1973; Bellaire, 1968; Olmstead, 1977;

Werther, 1975).

Other advantages attributed by various sources to part-time employment

include the more efficient coverage for periods of peak workload (Nollen

',and Eddy, 1975; Nollen et al.. 1976; Olmstead, 1977; Stewart et al.,

1975; Werther, 1975), better utilization of capital equipine'nt (Nollen

and Eddy, 1975; Nollen et al.,-1976; Werther, 1975), better public

image (Foegen, 1976), aid in meeting affirmative action requirements -
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(Martin, 1974; Nollen et al., 1976; Olmstead, 1977), and the ability

employ a higher quality work force at lower labor costs (Schwartz,

1974; Owen, 1977).

Thus, contrary to the expressed concerns of employers about the higher

labor costs of hiring more pare-time workers, it is argued that allowing

workers to work part-time might actually improve worker productivity and

reduce per unit Caltput costs. The reluctahce of employers to experiment with

4 part-time work on a wider scale than such jobs are now offered stems in part

from ehe lack of rigorous empirical research to support the argument of

cost advantages to hiring more part-time workers. Many firms, in iact,

anticipate that increased use of patt-time workers will necessitate more

time devoted to recruitment and training, more supervisory time, greater

employee compensations higher facilities costs, and mofe communication

problems between part-time workers and their supervisors or full-time yorkers.

Again, little empirical evidence exists with which to calculate the magnitude

of these cost increases. Meives (1979a), however, points out that without

any contradicting evidence it is these expected costs that will act as coa-

straints to the increase in part-time work, even though for some firms these

costs may in fact be small or non-existent.

It is also argued that part-time employment is now more feasible because

a number of labor market developments, particularly since World War II, have

increased the poteneial foi greater job flexibility. Ohe such trend has been

a shift in employment towards service work, notably the rising demand for_

clerical and repair service workers. According to this view, service work

can more easily be divided among several part-time workers than is feasible

in other occupations (Cohen and Gadon, 1978).

The entry of woimen into paid work may also have forced a shat towards

greater numbers of part-time,jobs. Between 1947 and 1976; the percentage

of women in the labor force more than doubled with women workers accounting

;



for sixty percent of the total labor force growth during this period

(Clark, 1977). Work by mothers of Young children has recently grown

most rapidly with 50.2% of wives with children under 18 working in

1978 compared to only 39.7 in 1970. In part, the sharp increase in the

number of women working part time was a response of employers to the grow-

ing demand of women workers who wished, or were able, to work part-time.

It may also be that increases in ?art-time work opportunities, a result of

occupational shifts in the supply of jobs, induced women who otherwise

would not have done so to seek paid employment (Meives, 1979b).

Other economic changes_have also been associatedwith the observed

increase in part-time employment. Higher educational attainment levels

may have resulted in a more mobile labor force, with workers demanding

greater job flexibility and less physically demanding job options

Finally, the growth in government and private income security

programs has incTeased the number of persons subject to the earnings limits

of these programs: Such provisions limit the earned income that beneficiaries

can receive without finding their benefits reduced, thus encouraging some

to work limited houis in order to retain benefits. The sharp decline in the

percentage of older men at work has been attributed in part to the earnings

limit on social security beneficiaries (Burkhauser & Turner, 1980; Clark & Barker, I

1981). The departure of men fromwork has both increased the costs of the social

security program while reducing the inflow of revenues to support benefits

to retirees and their families. Part-time work i seen as a method of

satisfying the demand for part-time work by retired beneficiaries, while

continuing to utiliii valuable worker skills and increasing social security

revenues.

Together these,demographic and economic developments have encouraged
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the spread of permanent part-time work. A better educated population,

buffered by more effective social security mechanisms have demanded more

flexible jr.lb options that meet their desires not to compromise health,

family and non-work goals to full-time employment. At the same time,

higher unemployment among some population groups, the sharp rise in the

costs of income support programs, and the rapid growth in the percentage

of workers retiring early has led to the search for ways of encouraging

the employment of more workers. At a time of limited growth in jobs, part-

time work is one solution to this dilemma.

Some workers have always worked part-time. In 1965, 16.4 percent of

workers worked less than full-time. This percentage was higher in 1974

when 18.3% worked part-time, 15.5% for noneconomic reasons. In 1980

18.7 of all workers worked part time (14.4% for noneconomic reasons.) The

unique element in the current debate over part-time work is the emphasis

on providing part-time work opportunities to all types of workers, and on

the success of public programs that would encourage part-tiue work options

as a path to accomplishing desired social goals. While statistics are sparse,

it is clear that many firms have introduced flexible work schedules for their

employees, though it is equally clear that only a small percent of all workers are

affected. While only a portion of the alternative scheduling arrangements

are part-time, most flexible work programs include the possibility of

reducing total weekly hours of work (Clark, 1977).

Despite the growing interest in part-time work programs, there are

few data with which to evaluate whether government programs that either encour-

age or mandate greater part-time work options would actualli increase the

,f
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number of persons who would choose part-time over full-time work. In an

attempt to evaluate the attractiveness of part-time work options for em-

ployees approaching the retirement age, the Wisconsin Department of Employment

Relations undertook the Pre-Retirement Work Options (PRWO) project. This

project set up a demonstration project and measured the impact of reducing

hours upon the 'job satisfaction and performance of workers who actually

reduced from full-time to part-time work. The PRWO project grew out of

an earlier effort, Project JOIN (Job Options and Innovations), which Created

117 new part-time, job-sharing positions. Contrary to the expectations

of JOIN researchers, there was little interest on the part of older workers

in part-time work. A deslie to discover the reasons for this low response

by older workers and a suspicion that workers of diffent ages might react

differently to alternative job

project, targeted specifically

B. Literature Review

Interest in Part-Time Work

options, led td the funding of the PRWO

on workers fifty-five years of age or older.

While many studies of parttime ;employment assert that part-time work

would be attractive to workers hear retirement age as well as to already

retired workers, few provide any empirical evidence by WhiCh to evaluate

these claims. There are only a limited number of studies that specifically

focus on the interest of older workers and retirees in part-time work. At

the same time, studies of part-time workers in general do provide some in-

sights into the variables that may affect the interest of older age workers

in part-time work, particularly in the option of reducing hours from full-time

work, and these studies we also review.

In evaluating Project JOIN, Meives compared the responses to a question-

noire of project participants (i.e., shared job holders) to those,not hired

by the project and to those Who continued to work full.time. The question-
,

noire was designed to obtain data by,Which to evaluote the kind of person'

. 1.6
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, most likely to be interested in part-time work and to find out Whether

those who preferred part-time work could be differentiated from those who

preferred full-time work. Meives concluded that people with a preferente

for part-time work form a separaie group in the labor market, a group that

is distinct from workers preferring to work full-time (Meives, 1979a).

Although she was unable to specify differences among age groups in their

response to part-time work options, it is clear from her results that

non-workers are more likely to respond to such opportunities than are

workers currently employed full time.

Anschell (1980) examined the retirement plans and behavior of a

sample randomly chosen from 607 University of Washington staff members

56 years of age or older and of 352 retirees. 'The study focused on atti-

tudes, interests, and work-related dharacteristics and behavior of workers

approaching retirement. Persons Who had at some time considered working

part-time as a step toward retirement were more likely to have a strong

job orientation (as defined by Anschell, and based on responses to questions

concerning the importance of fhe job in meeting psychic needs.) These

with higher job classifications expressed more interest in working part

time. Many, however, were deterred from reducing their hours of work

because they did not want to sacrifice retirement service credits. 'Respon-

dents who indicated interest in changing to a part-time schedule "at this

time" were by and large professibnais and were more likely to be married.

As did persons Who had at some time considered reducing hours of work,

persons interested in making fhe change "now" planned to retire at a younger

age; however, they also thought that working part.-time would enable them

to continue working for a longer time. Anschell also found that those

interested in reducing hours "now", reported problemi on the job in dis-

proportionate numbers, particularly problems with their supervisors. Con-

sistent with the dispropOrtionate desire of professionals to reduce their
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hours of work, workers currently on part-time schedules tended to be in

higher level jobs. These part-time workers also tended'to see their jobs

as less important inmeeting their needs, obtained less satisfaction from

their work, but also experienced fewer work-related problems that did others.

Finally, Usher, from a survey of 333 older public and private sector

employees in Los Angeles County, concluded that there was a strong interest

in alternative work options as a means of extending their working lives.

About 53 percent indicated an interest in delaying retirement if attrac-

tive part-time options wc.re available. Although this study dealt pri-

marily with interest in delayed rItirement, Usher discovered that interest

in part-time work was quite high though conditional upon specific wage

and pension policies associated with each employment olition (Usher,

1981).
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job Satisfaction of Part-Time Employees

When one searches for data on the effect of part-time work by older

employees on job performance, attendance, records, job satisfaction, and

on firm costs, one finds that virtually every study conducted to date

has dealt with part-time workers in general. Hence there is virtually

no information on retirement-aged workers. Nevertheless, because demon-

stration project data bear directly upon performance and job satisfaction

issuea, we will briefly review some of these studies.

Logan et al., (1973) compared the job satisfaction of part- and full-

time nurses, aides, and clerical workers in a west coast hospital. This

study found no significant differences between part-tione and full-time

workers in overall job satisfaction though there did seem to be differ-

ences in the way part-time and full-time workers defined the determinants

of job satisfaction. Part-timers viewed their jobs in terms of what they

could expect from other part-time jobs; full-time workers compared their

jobs to other full-time jobs. Also, full-timers expected much more from

their jobs than part-timers.

Hall and Gordon (1973) examined job satisfaction for a sample of women

on mailing lists of varioun women's organizations, college alumni clubs, and

in various college graduating classes. The researchers hypothesized that

women who are doing tasks they prefer would be more satisfied than those

women who were involved ilijobs they did not prefer. Hall and Gordon

classified occupations as part-time or full-time housewife, volunteer worker,

Or paid employee.. Though fewer than half of the questionnairei were returned,

the analysis of the useable responses supported the original hypothesis in all

four non-employment categories, but not in the employed categories. Women

working part-time for pay had the lowest level of job satisfaction, even when

they were.doing tasks they preferred, and the job satisfactionofwomenwho pre-

ferred not to be doing.what they were doing was the lowest among part-time
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workers. Hall and Gardner speculated that part-time employment represented

only a partial resolution of the woman's conflict between home life and a

career. The low response rate is only one problem,which limits the useful-

ness of this study for comparing the role of part-time work as a means of

increasing job satisfaction among workers who would voluntarily choose

part-time over full-time work. Many of the female respondents in the Hall

ind Gardner study were clearly not voluntary part-time workers. Thus,.

while part-time-work may have been preferred over the most likely alter-

native (e.g,, not working), many would have chosen a different job if

given the opportunity.

In her evaluation of project JOIN, Meives (1979a) compLred the effect

of voluntary part-time work on job satisfaction. She found that JOIN

participants were much more highly satisfied witli their jobs than were

persons who applied for shared jobs but were subsequently hired into full-

time positions. However, JOIN workers were also more satisfied than were

those'who were subsequently hired into other part-time jobs, as they

preferred to be but were not included in the JOIN demonstration project.

This suggests that there may have been something unique to participation

in project JOIN jobs which were more satisfying or that an ability or taste

for work factor not taken into Bocount by the research may have led both to

being hired into a JOIN position and to subsequent greater job satisfaction/

on the part of participants.
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11.9actiTitofFarl
As in the case of the job satisfaction litez:ature, the material on

productivity is rich fi assertion (Nollen et. al., 1976). Most writers

maintain that part-time workers are at least as productive,as full-time

workers, and to justify those judgmenti they bring to bear % nutber of

entirely plausible reasons. Among them are the following: a person can

work'harder for four hours a day than for eight (Greenwald and Liss, 1973;

Werther, 1976); part-timers don't get as tired, spend less time socializing,

and have broader life experiences (Martin, 1974);less time is vgated on the

job (Stewart et. al., 1969),:and part-time workers have higher morale which

leads to higher productivity (Foegen, 1976; Olmstead, 1977). As is also the

case with the Job satisf,action literature, moit of it is short on data.

Nevertheless several studies are based on empirical research.

The first of these reviewed here is an evaluation of au experiment

carried out in the Boston Public Welfare Department in which fifty partztime

social workers were hired to fill twenty-five full-time slots. Bach part7time

worker received a case-load and full responsibility for that caseload. The--

research concluded that part-time social workers were more productive than

full-time workers.when compared on a work per hour basic. Part-time workers

carried forty-two cases per worker compareewith ieventy-eight cases per

worker for 364 full-time workers. In addition, part-timers had eighty-nine

percent the full-time face-to-face contact rate. While this study seems to

show that part-time l'iorkers are iliore productive than full-time workers when

measured in terms of cases carried per workers and the number of face-to-face

contacts, the reasons for this are.not clear because the number of hours

worked and the quality of work vas ignored. (Part-Time Social Workers in

,Public Welfare,. 1971).
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A second.experiment vas undertaken by the/Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare. In 1967, HEW established the praessional and executive corps,

a group of "highly qualified individuals" who wished to work less than full-

time. Productivity measures for corps personnel, based upon Supervisory

ratings and corps members' opinions were compared with those of fUll=time

employees working in comparable grades and occupations. Corps' members

productivity was fifty-five percent higher, on a vork per hour basis, than

comparable full-time employees, a finding that seems to shov'that part-timers

are more productive than full-timers. However,,the productivity of corps

members was fOrty-tvo percent higher than non-corps part-time workers, a fact

which suggests that corps members ray have been atypical.. Thus, this study

"does not provide clear-cut evidence in support of increased productivity for

4part-time employees (Howell and Ginsburg, 1973).

M'eives (1970) addressed the productivity claims in some detail. Meives

used four sets of data to evaluate the.effects of part-time work upon

productiviti: the opinions of supervisorswho had actually supervised job

sharers on both full- and part-time jobs, the perceptions of the employees

themselves, comparisons of JOIN workers with fUll-time vorkers in comparable

jobs, and performance evaluations orsuperyisors of job sharers and full-time

incumbents. Meives found no support in her data fOr'the claim that part-time

workers were more productive than full-time workers, but she did find that

both supervisors of job sharers and employees themselves thought there was

an improvement in performance when full-time workers reduced their hours.

Meives' stut4, differs slightly from most job satisfaction studies because

she vent beyond simple comparisons between full-and part-time workers'

productivity and examined the impact of the actual reduction of hours upon

productivity.

2 2
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Supervisors' Attitudes

Little attention has been given in the literature to the attitudes

of supervisora and,employers to part-time employment. Greater knowledge

about these attitudes coul&provide some insight into the principal

barriers to increased part-time work, and the potential role of researdhers

in providing data by which to support or refute the claims of employers

about the effect of increased part-time jobs on employees and firm per-

formance.

Anschell interviewed 69 supervisors for their views on employment of

older workers. Supervisors felt older workers tended to be motivated,

stable, reliable, and diligent. In addition they felt that older workers

had greater skill and were more familiar with the work than were younger

workers. A principal shortcoming of older workers according to supervisors

was their rigidity of attitude and intolerance of new ways of doing things.

Supervisors disagreed about whether or not older workers took more sick

leave than younger workers; however, the author found that sick leave records

of older workers were not notably different from those of their younger counter-

parts.

Evaluation of the Literature

While many claims are made about the advantages and the higher

costs of hiring part-time workers in place of full-time workers, there has

been little empirical research undertaken to support or refute these claims.

Second, what literature there is is not consistent (and often not even ex-

plicit) in defining the standards against which the performance of part-time

workers is being compared. Some compare it with the performance of other

workers, either full or part time; a few look at the performance of workers

in full-time jobs versus the performance of those same workers in part-time

jobs, and still others compare the worker's current part-time job with some

11,

3'

4



preferred jobs, that may be different among the studied individuals.

While each comparison might have its rationale, it is clear that the

contradictory conclusions of the few empirical studies available arise

in part because of the different questions being asked. Finally, there

has been inadequate attention given to the importance of typ of job and

worker in determining employer attitudes towards part-time work and em-

ployee performance in part-time versus full-time jobs. Meives' study

suggests that type of workers, particularly age and family status, may

have been ari important variable determining the outcome of part-time

work projects such as JOIN. Some of the studies reviewed above also suggest

that occupation may have some influence.

Because older workers did not respond to project JOIN as had been

anticipated and little literature elisted to tell us Why, a follow-up

study (PRWO) was designed by the. Department of Employee Relations to

examine the interest of older employees'in part-time jobs, and as was

done with project JOIN, the effect of reducing hours of work on job satis-

faction and performance. This project attempts to eval4te the interest

of older workers in reducing hours of work from full- to part-time, and to

compare job satisfaction and productivity of eaCh worker on their former

full-time and current part-time job. It is important to emphasize that

the questions.posed by the PRWO project are not always comparable to those

of thp studies cited above. Even though the PRO project grew out of

project JOIN, the questions asked by JOIN and thii project are not the same.

While reading the research resUlts,reported in the remainder of the report,

the reader is cautioned to hold in mind the particular comparison being

made. Alle we were often tempted to make sweeping statements about the

results of part-time work in general, we felt it important to limit our

conclusions to those based on obr data about the effects of part-time work on

the group being studied. Thus, our goal, Which is not consistent with all
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the literature on part,time work, is to compare the effect on workers

and the work-place of having older workers reduce hours of work from

fell to part time.

C. The Preretirement Work Options-Project (PRWO): An. Overview

The Evaluation of the PRWO has two purposes. First, based on data

from a sample of older workers in Wisconsin State service, it estimates
*a

the level of interest among Wisconsin Stafe employees in reducing krom

full-time to part-time work, and tri'es to explain Why some older workers

are interested in reducing their hours or work, while others are not.

*
Secolicl, we evare the experience of a group of workers who elected to

take part in the demonstration project in order to measure the effects of

,

reduCing work hours on the. satisfaction and productivity of older workers.

The questionnaire sent to sIl workers over 54 who were employed in November,.

1980 by the State of Wisconsin and the demonstration project were designed

to test the following hypotheses.

1. Many older workers are interested in reducing from full to part

time work.

2. Interest on the part of older workers in.reducing their hours of

work varies inversely with the loss in retirement benefits that would result

from the decision to reduce hours of work prior to retirement. In addition,

health conditions, job satisfaction, and type of job held affect their willing-

ness to alter their hours of work.

3. Job satisfaction will increase for workers choosing to reduce to

part-time work, compared to their job satisfaction prior to this reduction

in hours of work.

4. Job satisfaction will be higher for workers who were able to reduce

their hours of work than for those workers who expressed interest in doing

so but did not reduce hours.

9 6
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5. Workers who reduce their hours of work will continuo on their

jobs for a longer period of time than will workers who wanted to shift from
I.

part-time work but did noi.

6. The productivity of older workers who reduced their hours will

stay the same or increase compared with their productivity prior to re-

ducing their hours of work.

7. As their experience with supervising older workers in part-time

positions increases, supervisors will become more favorably disposed towards

older employees reducing their working hours.

A questionnaire mailed to 6,700 workers aged 55+ (hereafter," the older

worker survey) supplied the data needed to test hypotheses 1 and 2. The
-

remaining hypotheses were tested with data collected on project participants

and a control group of non-participants. Hypotheses 3 and 4 were tested

using job satisfaction data obtained for project_participants and the controls

from the older worker survey at the beginning of the project and a follow-pp

survey administered at the end of the project. We tested hypothesis 5 by

observing both participants and control group workers during the life of the

project, and noted any changes in actual or projected quits and retirements

bithe members of each group. Hypothesis 6 was tested with data from two

performance appraikels by supervisors for each project participant; the first

completed for each pArticipm t prior to the reduction in work hours .snd the

second done six months later.'We discuss all ourveys and interviews

in the appropriate section of this report, and copies of each instrument

have been placed in appendix A.



II. Determinants of Interest in Part-Time Work

A. Interest in ReducinFiHoors of Work Before Retirement

Because the Department of Employee Relations of the State of Wisconsin

(DER) was interested in estimating the-response by older workers to a pro-

gram encouraging state employees to seek a reduction in hours of work, the

older worker survey:was designed to ascertain whether current full-time workers

would reduce hours of work on their current jobs if given the option to do so,

and the characteristics of workers who would and would not respond to such

an opportunity. The older worker survey was mailed in late December 1979 and

January 1980 to 6,700 employees 55 years of age or older. With one follow-

up of non-respondents, a 62.5 percent response rate was obtained. The question-

naire, Which also collected data on expected retirement age, previous work

experience, current job classification, present income and health, and on the

post-retirement work and expected income of each respondent, is reproduced

in AppendiX A.

While there are no measurable differences between the mean characteristics

of respondents and population surveyed, it may be that those workers who were

more interested in reducing their hours of work were more likely to respond.

This potential source of bias cannot be measured, but may bias our yesults

such that we overestiMate interest in part-time work. Response rates and

response bias are discussed more fully in Appendix B.

Table 1 gives the mean value for some of the salient Characteristics

of respondents. In general, they are a relatively young and healthy group
.

of workers. They have worked close to 16 years for.the state and plam to

retire in 5 1/2 years. It is important to note the high percentage of female

2
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Table 1 .

Respondents' Profile
1

Characteristic

Mean, Age 58.78

Mean Income $17,500

Gender
Percent Male 58.1

Percent Female 41.9

Marital Status
Percent Married 74.1

Single, Widowed, DiVorced 25.9

Mean Number bf Years Worked for State 15.88

Mean Number of Years Before Planned
Retirement Age 5.53

Occupational Distribution
Percent Administrators 5.54

Percent Professionals 26.60

Percent Technician's 4.32

Percent Protective Service 5.62

Percent Para-Professionals 10.49

Percent Office-Clericals 15.73

Percent Skills Craft 3.684

Percent Service-Maintenance 17.66

Residences of Respondents
Percent Madison or Milwaukee 32.70

Percent Restof State 67.30

Health Level
i'ercent Excellent Health 33.90

Percent Good Health 57.10

Percent Fair Health 8.30

Percent Poor Health 0.70

Mean Education 12.25

1 Profile for 3691 full time workets who responded to the
Older Worker Snrvev Nnmhers mtv he different from those

given in Appendix B since the latter includes respondents
working less than full time who.were included in the
population surveyed.

2d



workers (42 pprcent are women) and the fact that retirement is expected

to occur at a mean age of close to 64 (although 16.5 percent of respondents

expect to work beyond 65.) A more detailed profile of the respondents is

included.in Appendix C.

EstimatesOf the yvel of interest in part-time work were derived

from the responses to three questions on the older worker survey (Questions

16, 17, 33 (see Appendix A))!' We obtained a rough indication of the number

of full-time workers interested in reducing hours of work from their answer

to the first of these ("If you could choose would you, within the next year,

reduce the number of hours you work in a week?"). Table 2 gives the number

and percent of full-time workers responding positively and negatively to

this question. Slightly over 21 percent indicate they w'ould reduce their

hours of work in the near future tg given the opportunity to do so.

Table 2

Responses to Question #16

Response N Percent
yes

. 711 20.8
no 2701 79.2
total 3412 100.0

From the answers of respondents to Question 17, however, it is apparent

that interest in part-time work cannot be accurately measured by a simple

yea/no answer and that many workers would reduce thetr hours of work only

under certain circumstances. The condi'tions that would have to prevail in

order for workers to find a reduction in hours of work ttractive were indi-

cated in Question 17 and permit ut to refine our estimates of the number of

workers who might reduce hours of work if,the opportunity were offered, but

other things did not change. Table 3 shows how workers were claasified by
1
Of approximately 4100 respondents, about 17 percent were excluded because they werealready part-time workers, limited term empioyeea or acted as consultants orbecause they did not answer the question indicating their interest in part-timework. 94,a
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fmciest group, based on the combination of their answers to

and 17. The latter question liated several,opfions

f4.4.1,1d1ng an""other" category) that workers were asked to
5

etw,LA if such a change would cause them to change from full- to part-

ttne work.' These options were (1) under no circumstances; (2) if there

no loss in health or life insurance benefits; (3) if there were no

in sick leave or vacation time; (4) if they could collect full retire-s

'llnefits while working reduced hours; (5) if they could return -to their

r-,.;eut hours during the first year; (6) if they could train for another

job at the same time. We assumed that workers who answered "no"

to Question 16 but checked one or more circumstances in Question 17 would

o)t b: interested in reducing hours under current conditions, but might be

torested if one or more of those circumstances changed.

4

5

.A.assification

Response
to Question

__#16

Table 3,--
of Respondents -by Answers to Questions 16 and 17

Whether or not
checked "under
circumstances"

Whether or not

no checked a circum- Menner

in #17 stance in #17 interpreted

yes
no
yes
no
yes
TeX
DO

no
no/yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes

no
no
yes
yes
no

Yee
yes

absolute yes
absolute no
Aualified yes
qualified no
inconsistent
inconsistent
inconsistent

pondents fall into seven groups. Grodps 5, 6, and 7 (10.1 percent of

I Aponding to Q16) gave inconsistent answers and therefore were eliminated

cwt Onl analysis. -Group 1 consists of-workers who gave an unqualified "yes"
c?,

Q.1.,,,tion 16, indicating their interest in reducing hours of work gilun

ok7..lumstances under Which they worked. At the other extreme are workers

. up 2) Oho gave an unqualified "no" response to.Qu'estion 16. These workers

nL be uninterested in reducing hours of work even if present conditions
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changea.* In between are two groups of workers who would under some,cir-

cumstances reduce their hours,of work. While it could be argued that the

two groups should be combined, it is important to note that they gave dif-

ferent responses to Question 16. While workers in group 4 answered "no"

to Question 16, they checked at least one circumstance in Question 17.

These workers gave a qualified "no" response, meaning that under present

circumstances they would be uninterested in reducing hours but might be

more interested if one or more of ehe present conditions which governed

their_working lives were changed. Group 3 workers gave seemingly ambiguous

answers which we intsrpreted as reflecting some ambivalence. Since they

answered "yes" to Question 16, but also checked at least one circumstance

in Question 17, we,interpreted their response as a qualified "yes,"

indicating a greater willingness to reduce hours of work than are the

qualified no's of group 4.

Classifying workers in this way highlights the dependence of. a worker's

interest in reducing hours of work to.part-time on the circumstances

under which reduction would occur (Table 4). Only 5 percent of respondents

indicate interest in reducing their hours under any circumstances. About

38 percent would not'reduce their hours under any circumstances._ The remain-

ing'57 percent would do so if certain benefit or employment conditions changed.

*rhe relevant changes ire those specified on the questionnaire.
These are not exhaustive. Although respondents were asked to write down
any other circumstances under which they would reduce hours of work,
few in fact did. Thus, fhere may be other benefit or job changes which
mould induce the "no's" to work part time.



Table 4

Interest in RedLcing Hours of Work: By Answers to Questions 16 and 17

Interest Level

absolute yes
qualified yes
qualified no
absolute no
total

N Percent -

154 5.0
502 16.3

1252 40.7
1165 37.9
3073 100.0

Question 33 serves as a check on answers to 16 and 17. About 20 percent

of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed with the statement in Question

33 that 1.41 given the chance now, I would reduce my hours of work" and about,

70 percent af chose Who answered this question disagreed with the statement.

This means that when we exclude the group with no opinion (neither agree or

disagree) about 21.3 percent were interested and about 78.7 percent were not
. .

interested.

While the conclusions drawn from responses to Question 33 (Table 5) are

almost identical to those described in Table 4, some respondents gave,Inswers

to 33 Chat conflicted with their answer to questions 16 and 17.

Tible 5

Interest in Reducing Hours on Question 033

% of Those
Interest LcVel N ___14 of Total Expressing.Opinion

(H a 3073) , (N..3073-603a2470)
Strongly Agree 178 5.8

IAgree 448 14.6 . 21.3

Neither Agree nor
.

Disagree 603 19.6
Disagree 1331 43.3
Strongly Disagree 513 16.7 i 78.7

Total 3073 100.0 100.0

About 90 percent of those respondents who answered "yes" to Question 16 also

"agree" or "strongly agree" with Question 33, but about 11 percent of all

reopondents disagreed, an answer that contradicts their "yes" to Question 16.
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These workers,, willing to reduce hours now (Question 16) but not within a

year (Question 33) or willing to reduce hours in the next year (Question 33)

but not now (Question 16), wer eliminated frowthe analysis. Thus, checking

the responses to these two questions allows us to-gain a more reliable

estimate of the interest among respondents in reducing hours of work before

retirement. While this procedure alters the sample size, by refining our

estimates of who is in fact interested in reduction of hours of work, it

increases our ability to analyze the behavioral response of workers

to part-time work opportunities.

. When inconsistent answers are excluded, we find that 4.6 percent of

state. employee8 would reduce hours of work if given the opportunity to do

so (rable 6). Another 54.6 percent would do'so if some benefit or job

condition changed. Only 41 percent appear to be absolutely opposed to a

reduction in hours of work. Thus while many older workers are interested in

part-time work, a simOle Opportunityto alter hours of work would have limited

response, since the majority of state workers would only consider a reduction

in hours of work if other things changed as well which would make the reduction

in hours more attractive. If all these conditions were met, the interest in

part-time opportunities would be impressive.

Table 6

Interest of Older Workers in Part-Time Work
(all inconsistent responses removed)

Interest Level N Percent

Unqualified yes 126 4.6
Qualified yes 402 14.7
Qualified.no 1074 39.3
Absolute no 1130 41.4

Total 2732 100.0
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B. Conditional Responses

The previous section showed that for almost 55 percent of full-time

workers some change in fringe benefit or work conditions would be neces-

sary before they would reduce their hours of work prior to retirement.

Examining in greater detail the conditions checked by these respondents

(the workers giving conditional yes and no answers to Question8 -16 and

17) allows us to identify the barriers to part-time work and the policy

changes that would be required if the state mished to make part-time work 4

attractive for a large percentage of workers near retirement age. It is

important to note,..9pt the answers given by respondents represent their

perceptions about the disadvantages of reducing hours of Work and, as will

be noted below, often indicate some misinformation about benefit programs.

Thus in s9me cases, a lack of information on benefit programs may be as

serious, though more easily correctable a barrier to workers reducing their

hours of work them are the actual changes in benefits that would occur.

Simple tabulation.of circumstances checked in Question 17 indicates

that the greatest concern to these workers was the fringe benefit loases

that might arise from not working full-time. Table '7 shows circuMstances

checked by workers,who indicated that some change in benefit or job condi-

tions would be required before they would consider a reduction in their work

hours. Forty-four percent indicated their concern about the "loss of future

social security or state retirement benefits." About 42 percent of the

workers were also concerned about changes in health and life insurance

benefits, even though most would not experience any reduction in coverage

if hours of work were reduced (See Section MC...) The other benefit related

circumstances were each dhecked by far fewer respondente.

Combined with information from Section II.A, these data suggest that

While under present cfrcumstances only a small percentage of older workers

would reduce their hdurs of work, many more would do so if their concerns
41
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Table 7

--

Number of Respondents
Checking Each Circumetance (Q17)

Circumstances Chosen
.of all

Res onsible

1. "if there were no decrease in fringe
benefits."

1055 38.6

2. "if there were no loss of future social
security or state retirement benefits."

1211 44.3

3. "if there were no loss in health or life
insurance benefits."

1156 42.3

4. "if there were no loss in ....Zck leave or
vacatioh time."

1053 38.5

5. "if I could collect full retlrement
benefits while workingreduced haurs."

fi. "if I cOuld return to my present hours if

1043

733

38.2

26.8
I changed mY mind during the first year."

7. "if I could train for another type pf job
at the same time."

149 5.5

Total (number of respondents checking at least
one circumstance)

1476
2

54.0

NOTE:

1Percentages add up to more than 100 pertent because kespondents were_
instructed to choose all those circumstances which Egsplied.

2
1476 workers chose at least one circumstance and did not give inconsistent
responses to questions 16, 17, and 33.

0
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about fringe benefit losses could be assuaged either through more accurate

information or actual changes in benefit programs. However, because many

respondents checked more than one circumstance under Which they might switch

to part-time work--the mean was 4.1--it is not readily apparent what role each

concern plays in lirditing the willingness of respondents to change work hours.
-

other words, it is not clear whether each circumstance listed would alone

cense the respondent to want to work part-time or whether it is the combination

of circumstances that together would have to c:lange to make part-time work

more attractive.

To isolate those changes that workers indicated were important we took

three approaches in analyzing the combinations of circumstances checked.

First, we examined the responses of only those workers who checked,only one

circumstance. We then grouped the responses of the entire group of conditional

yes and no's and analyzed them first as if each circumstance alonewere sufficient

to induce an hours change, and then as if all circumstances checked were critical

and had to be met at the same time.

Table 8 indicates ehe circumstances chosen by those workers who chose

only one circumstance (9.6 percent of the 1476 workers choosing at least

one condition.) For about one-quarter of these workers, an irreversible

decision to work part time is not attractiVe. They might try working part

time if they knew they could later,return to full-time work if they wished to.

Other than the small percentage of workers who would view part-time work as

an opportunity to increase eheir job mobility, all remaining workers in this

group would reduce their hours only if some fringe benefit condition were to

change. Close to half (42.6 percent) apparently would like to work part time

as an early retirement opportunity, working while collecting full retirement

benefits.

To estimate the priority all respondents put on-benefit and job condition

0 )
changes, the seven circumstances were grouped iit6kthrei groups. Conditions

4
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Table 8

Circumstances Checked-by Respondents
Checking Only One Condition

Circumstances Chosen

Numper Choosing
Only This

Circumstance %

1. "if there were no'decrease in fringe
benefits."

12 8.5

2. "if there were no loss of future social
security benefits."

23 16.3

3. "if there were no loss in health or life
insurance benefits."

4 2.8

4. "if there were no loss in sick leave or
bacatiOn,time."

1 .7

5. "if I could collect full retirement bene '60 42.6
fits while working reduced hours."

6. "if I could return to my present hours if 33 23.4
I changed my mind during the first year."

7. "if I Could train for another type of job 8 5.7
- at the same time."

Number Choosing only one circumstance. 141 100.0
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(1), (2), and (5)1were grouped together as reasonrthat denote workers'

concerns over possible losses in retirement benefits. For these conditions

to be mot, workers would have to continue accumulating service credit at

their full-time salary rate or collect full benefits now without an early

retirement penalty. Conditions (3) and (4) are those relating to non-

retirement benfits. Finally (6) and (7) are those that could be met by

the part-time work programs without affecting benefit calculations. These

merely insure greater flexibility in workers' commitment to part-time work.

Because respondents were not asked to indicate the relative importance of

these circumstances, we had to do it ourselves. Two methods of ranking

circumstances were tested.

First, assuming that the combination of circumstances checked was

important; i.e., that only if all the checked conditions changed would a

worker then feel it worthwhile to work part time, we classified the entire

group of workers giving conditional yes and no answers according to the

most rastrictive condition checked. For example, workers who checked that

they woad work part-time if they could train for another job and if they

would lose no sick leave, were classified as checking the latter reason.

Likewise, a person concerned about losses in social security benefits would

be listed as picking a circumstance in group (2), regardless of other

circumstances checked.

Classifying workers in this. way (Table 9),. we find that 1.9 percent

of all workers would be interested in part-time work if they

could return to their pretent hours or if they could be retrained while

workingspart time. A very small fraction (.5 percent) would find part-time

work attractive if non-retirement benefit conditions were changed. On the

other hand, almost 50 percent would reduce.hours only if they lost no retire-

ment benefits. Clearly, without changes in retirement benefits, this method

of Classifyins workers indicates thtt most workers would contirue to work

1Case numbers conform tothose used in Tables 7 and 8. 36-
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Table 9

Conditions Re aired for Chan e
to Part-Time Work; More Restrictive Method

(Workers classified by last reason in list)1

of all

Consistent
Conditions Number Respondents

Would now change hours 126 4.6

Would never change hours 1130 41.4

Require:

1. A return to present hours or 52 1.9
retraining

2. No loss in sick leavei vacation, 13 0.5
health, life insurance

3. No loss in retirement benefits 1356 49.6

4. Other2 55 2.0

Total 2732 100.00

-

1Workers were classified if they gave a circumstance in groups 1 through 3
by Ole highest number of the groups in which circumstances checked fall.

2
These respondents checked no other reason than the "other" category.

Most listed loss in salary or retirement benefits as impediments to their
reducing hoUrs of work. They are thus largely-a group that if reclassified
would fall into the "would never change hours" group or would require no
loss in retirement benefits.

LI 3)
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full-time.

It may be, however, that respondents checked each circumstance that

alone would be sufficient to induce them to change hours of work. For

example, it may be"that while most workers would clearly find part-time

work more attractive if they lost no retirement benefits, they might also

be willing to work part time if they lost no vacation time. They might

even settle for part-time work with a guaranteed return to full-time work,

even though they indicated that they would,prefe an alternative guarantee

of receiving retirement benefits at the full-time work rate.

Therefore, we assumed that each circumstance checked was sufficient

for a worker to reduce hours and then ranked workers in Table 10 in such

a manner that the least restrictive condition checked determined the group

into which they were classified (thus we reverse the order from Table 9):

About 30 percent a respondents checked a group (3) reason. Another 19

percent of workers would require a change in non-retirement benefits and

4.7 percent would reduce hours only if rgtirement benefits were not reduced

by their choice. In contrast to the approach taken in Table 9, this

last classification suggests that a state program could substantially in-
,

crease interest in part-time work by making relatively easy holicy Changes.

Though ihree-quarters of workers would probably remain uninterested in

working reduced hours before retirement, the level,of interest might be

increased by another 29% merely if workers could return po full time or

train for another job even if there were no changes in social security or

state retirement payments. Further, interest might rise,by anotfier 19

percent if the state eliminated reductions in sick leave, vacation time,

or provided more iccur4te information pn health and life insurance benefit

changes as e result of part-time reductions.

These three methods of trying to gauge the relative importance of the

structure of the part-time work program itself on workers' decisions to

4
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"'Able 10

Conditions Required for Change
to Part-Time-Work; Less Restrictive Method

(Workers classified by last reason in list) 1

Conditions

Would now change hours

Would never change hours

*I of fll
.Consistent

Number Respondents

126 4.6

1130 41.4

Require:

1. No loss in retirement benefits 129 4.7

2. No loss in sick leave, vacation, 510 18.7
health, life insurance

3. Return to present hours or 782 28.6
retraining

4. Other
2

55 2.(0

Total 2732 100.0

'Workers were classified if they gave a circumstance in groups 1 through 3
by the highestnumber of the group in which the circumstance checked fall.

2
These respondents checked no other reason than the "other" category.

Nbst listed loss in salary or retirement benefits as impediments to their
reducing hours of work. They are thus largely a group that if reclassified
would fall into the ftwould never change hours" group.or would require no
loss in retirement benefits.
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redude their hours of Work result,in a wide range in estimates. Our,data

show that only 5 percent of workers would work part time if simply offered

the option to do so (see Section II A.) If workers were guaranteed the

chance to return to their present job or training, between 2 and 29 percent

of workers might shift to part-time work. This range results from problems

of identifying the particular combination of circumstances that

would have to change-in order to induce workers to shift to part-time work.

We feel, however, that the assumption underlying Table 9 is clbser to

reality. MOtit respondents appeared to choose carefully among the various

circumstances given in Question 17. In addition, the large number of workers

who did not check the social security and WSRF benefit-related contitions

indicate to us that most respondents checked the comiiination of circumstances

that would be necessary to cause them to consider a reduction in hours of

work. They did not check only those that would be merely sufficient to

cause them to change. Because so many appeared to be willing to undergo

considerable losses in retirement benefits.to work part time, we feel the

circumstances actually checked represent real demands that would have to

be satisfied by any part:time work program to attract a large percentage

of state workers.

These findings have important implications for the success of a part-time

Jobe program. Table 8, 9, and 10 show that the greatest concern among

workers is the decline in retirement benefits that would result from their

decision to reduce their hours of work before retirement. This indicates

that for the majority of interested older workers, part-time work opportunities

are not attractive because of the known loases in retirement benefits

incurred by workers who reduce hours. These workers would consider part-time

work if changes were made in the retirement program or a supplemental program

were introduced and targeted on workers who choose to reduce their hours of work

4
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some years prior to normal retirement age. Our data suggest that a part-
.

time work program, structured to insure job flexibility and provide accurate

information on benefit changes would encourage a small percentage of workers

(at least another nofall werkers) to reduce their hours of work. Only

rather major changes in retirement benefit programs, or state supplemental

programs to counteract losses in retirement benefits would induce the

majority of workers to alter their hours of work. Thus, at small scale

part-time program would meet with some success, providing attractive work

options for some 7 percent of state employees. Mild these employees might

be and what,determines whether or not they would iespond to a,part-time

work opportunity is addressed in the next s6tion.
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C. The Effect of Part-time Work-on Retirement, Healthi and Life /nsurance Benefits

Because such a high percentage of Wisconsin State workers cite fringe

'benefit reductions as major barriers to their reducing,from full-time to part-

time work prior to retirement, we will review the relationship between hours

of work and the major fringe benefit programs. There:Js also a compelling

theoretical reason for looking at how fringe benefitZ`thange with hours of
\.

work.

We know that hourly compensation, including both wages and fringe bene-

\
fits, is a major determinant of the hours of work decision (Cain, 1966;

Mincer, 1962; Mincer 6c-POlachek, 1974; Sandell & Shapiro, 1978) and that,
\

in general, higher hourly compensation increases the number oI hours worked.

In addition, the literature on part-time employment shows that lowirwages

from part-time work, fewer fringe benefits, and fewer promotional opportunities

are major deterrente to workers' choosing part-time over full-time employment

1

(See Meives, 1979a fora reviewof this literature.) Even if hourly wages are

constant for a person reducing hours of

tion will change ii fringe benefits are

direction of this change explains Why a

work on a given job, hourly compensa-

not4ro-rated by time worked. The

full-time worker may or may not be

willing to work part time if offered that opportunity.

Benefits from eath of the major benefit program* covering full-time

+

state workers change with hours of work. It is important to emphasize,

however, that we are unable to measure differences in future wage increases,

differonces in job promotion opportunities, and differences in on-the-job

relationships with supervisors and co-workers between part- and fUll-time

workers. These may in fact be "fringe benefits" whose importance to workers

near retirement are at least equal to those discussed in this section. Part-

time workers Who expect lower merit increases and fewer job promotion oppor-

tunities suffer a real compensation loss whiCh will not be picked up by

4 41 1The distinction between wages and total compensation as used in this report is

important. Wages refers to,pre-tax earnings of workers, excluding employer
contribution' for pension, health or life insurance and the value of vacation & sick

leave. Compemsation includes the value of these eap/oyer provided benefits.
_ .



measures of current compensation, but will elicit responses identical

to those occasioned by lower hourly pay for part-time work.

Wisconsin State Retirement Fund Benefits OWSRF)

For workers near retirement, the change in WSRF benefits for Which

th0 will be eligible at retirement is a major concern. The benefit for

which 17orker8 'are eligible at age 65 equals years of creditable service

times the average of the three highest years Of earnings all multiplied

by .013. Receipt of benefits between 55 and 65 results in an actuarial

reduction in the full benefit-calculated'by this kOrmula. Thus, a Worker

reducing to part-time work'may find that at retirement benefits will be

lower than they could have received if they had continued working full

time to.an unchanged retirement age. The most obvious reason for this

reduction is that the creditable service is lower; a half-time worker

will receive a half year of service per calendar year, while a full-time worker

is credited with a full year. The earnings average is of the three highest years

of earnings. For a person reducing to part-time these arg likely to ,be an

average of their earlier,'full-time years (ironically a long-term part-time

worker will\have their earnings averaged oVer their full-time equivalent salary).
1

Such a person will be doubly penalized: both their service credits will be

fewer and their earnings average smaller than will be true if they had continued

full-time.

Table 11 illustrates the effect of Part-time work on WSRF benefits for three

hypothetical workers with a service and earnings history drawn from data on older

workers in our sample. These workers are assumed to shift to half-time work at

one (worker A), three (worker B) and five years (worker C) prior to their

retirement at 65. The annual annufty at age 65 following a full time career

would have been $3308 (item 10) for all three workers. For each worker we

calculated the accrued benefit at the time they reduced their hours of work

(item 7). This benefit would not be payable until age 65 but represents the benefit'
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payable at that age based on earnings and service accrued up tO the age the

worker reduced hours of work. Because each hypothetical worker chose part-time

work at a different age, each will have lintgrg and earnings record at 65!,

(item 11 and 12) and therefore a different annuity at age 65. The last items

in the table compare the gains in the annuity if the worker had continued'

full-time (item 14) with the actual gain realized following the specified years

of par me work (item 15).

Clearly a worker can expect to forego retirement benefits upon reducing

hours of work. This is reasonable in a system that rewards retirees on the

basis of prior earnings and service. However note that while each worker foregoes

only half of their full-tinle salary (i.e. they reduce their service to the state

by only one half) they forego two-thirds of their potential annuity gains. The

disproportionate loss in benefits arises because forthe part-time workers both

service credits and average salary are lower. The part-time worker is unable to

benefit in terms of retirement income from salary increases during their final

, 1
years of earnings as a full-time worker is able to do. The further from their

actual retirement age a worker chooses to

is the absolute and relative loss in size

be true even if a double penalty'wer.e not

this loss is increased because the worker

increases.

1The 'percentages in item 18 would
workers final earnings years were
Assuming an 8 percent increase in
foregone (item 18) rises,to 81 to

reduce to half time work, the greater

of foregone benefits. While this will

imposed on the worker reducing hours,

is also unable to benefit from salary

be even larger if salary increases durtag the
greater than the approximately 2 percent assumed.

full-time,salary after'age 60 benefit gains
82.2 percent,for these three examples.

4 6
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Table 11

Effect of Patt-Time_Work on
Wisconsin State Retirement"Benefits for Three Hypothetical Workers

Worker
A

Worker
B,

Worker

1. Total Years of Work 21 21 21
2. Age Going Half-Time 64 62 60
3. Retirement Age 65 . 65, 65
4. Years of Part-Time Work 1 3 5

BENEFIT ACCRUED AT TIME HOURS REDUCED a
5: Years of Creditable Service 20 18 16
6. 3-Year Earnings Average 11928 11528 11128
7. Accrued Benefit 3101 2698 2315

BENEFIT AT 65 IF CONTINUED FULL-TIME
8. Years of Creditable Service 21 21 21
9. 3-Year Earnings Average 12119 , 12119 12119
10. Benefit 3308 3308 3308

BENEFIT AT 65 WITH HALF-TIME WORK
11. Years of Creditable Service
12. 3-Year Earnings Average
13. Benefit

,

20.5
11928
3179

19.5
11528
2922

18.5
11128,

2676

COMPARISON,OF BENEFITS
14. Benefit Change From Full-Time Work (10-7) +207 4610 +993
15. Benefit Change from Part-Time Work (13-7) 478 +224 +361
16. Benefits Foregone for Part-Time

Work (15-14) -129 -386 -632
17. Percent Full-Time Benefits Foregone

(16/10) 3.9 11.7 19.1
18. Percent Full-Time Gain Foregone (16/14) 62.3 63.3 63.6

a
This benefit is not payable if the worker is leas than 65, but represents

the amount that would be payable at 65 based on years of service and earnings
up ts;) that time at which the hours of work are reduced.
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Because the reduction in pension benefits'is not proportional, hourly

compensation will fall for part-time workers when hours of work are reduced.

This fall is somewhat larger the further from age 65 is the worker when hours

are reduced. Thus two changes occur when workers reduce to part-time work.

Clearly retirement income is foregone, thus discouraging full-time workers from

working part-time. In addition, hourly compensation falls for part-time workers,

which will aggravate the negative,income effect of an absolute change in future

retirement income. The absolute loss is less for workers closest to retirement,

suggesting that all else equal, tlie closer to retirement is a worker the more

attractive will be part-time work. Not only is the negative effect of a future

loss in inCome less, but the fall in hourly com

/
ensation is smaller.

Health and Life Insurance

Workers reducing hours of work, but continuing to Work at least one-half

time (1044 hours-per year) will suffer no reduction in health coverage.

Under the State Comprehensive Health Insurance program the state continues

to pay all premiums for all workers working at least half-time, thus iniuring

that half-time workers will receive identical coverage as do full-time workers.

.This means that for full-time workers considering reduction in hours to no

less than half-time, hourly compensation will actually rise.

Life insurance coverage at the prior, full-time level may also be continued

for workers reducing their hours of work. Thus-no loss in protection need

result. Host workers participating in the demonstration project chose to

continue-full-coverage. Through a curious, though not often elected feature

of ihe program, coverage for part-time workers may actually be cheaper. A "basic"

amount of insurance is available and equal to gross state earnings. The employee

pays a fixed premium per $1,000 in basic coverage. In addition, a supplemental

plan will double the value of life, insurance v. or 100 percent above the basic
,
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amount. The premium for this supplement ii lower than for the basic insurance_

for persons over age 30. Thus, a worker insured at only the basic value (i.e.

gross full-time salary) could receive,ihe same total protection on a half-time

job by choosing 4e 100 percent supplement, but would pay a lower premium.

Of course, if the Basic Coverage had been supplemented while working full-time,

a reduction in hours would mean a reduction in lite insurance coverage.

Sick teave

Sick leave is prorated'by hours of work. Stite workers may accumulate

sick leave throughout their employment period and at retirement exercise

fhe option of redeeming accumulated sick leaVe credit for payment of part

,of.the health insurancepremium. The sick leave credit:is converted into

a dollar credit amount based on the number of accumulated hours of sick

leave. Clearly a,part-time worker will accumulate fewer hours of sick leave

than will a full-time worker: .Alter these credits are eXhausted health

insurance premiums are deducted from the retirees' WSRF annuity., Thus, even

though health insurance coverage is identical for full-time and part-time

workers prior to retirement, the accumulation of fewer hours of sick leave

by part-time workers means that health insurance coverage is more costly

following retirement to the worker who reduced hours sometime prior to

retirement. The fewer number of years worked part time, the less will be

the difference.between full- and part-time workers in the number of years

crier which post-retiremeot premiums are paid by.the State.

Other Benefit Programs

Several other benefit programa may be marginally important in a worker's

decision to work part time. Income continuation is an, elective program which is designed

43
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to replace up to 75 percent of a worker's gross salary, but may be off-set

by other disability income. Thus, a part-time worker will receive less

protection from this program and will be-more likely tte have benefits off-set

by social security disability income based on life time,income averages.

Holidays and vacations Are received based on days of work. Thus, a

part-time employee will receive an equal number of days off as will a

full-time worker although the actual number of hours of vacation time are

prorated.

D. Who Is Interested in Part-Time Work?

Measures of Interested'Respondencs

We have estimated the number of reapondents among older state employees

who would immediately reduce their hours of work if given the opportunity

to,do so, and,discuteet reasons given by others for their reluctance to'

do so under current benefit and job condition's. From this information it

is not clear why some olsier workers worry about potential losses in future'

retirement income and other benefits While others do not, even ehough all

full-time worker& are covered by the same benefit programs.1 In order to

understand differences among workeri in their current interest in part-time

employment and the characteristics oflfhose who would be responsive to changes

in state policies concerning part-time work, it is necessary to analyze more

closely tile responses of workers Who expressed interest in a reduction in

hours of work. In order to do this we first discuss two measures of the

"interested in part-time work" ,group that we use to isolate those Oho might

be responsive to a part-time work program from those who would not be. Next
4

we discuss key variables that we expect to affect whIch group a given indi-

vidual will fall into. In fhe final part of this section, we discuss the

results of our multivariate analysis of worker interest in part-time work.

Section A discussed the responses of workers to part-time work option;

'While this is true, not all workers partitipate in all fringe benefit

programa. We have:no information on parOcipftion by Older WOrker Respondents.

t.)
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some would definitelY be interestea in reducing their hours of work while

others would only do so if certain job or benefit conditions were to change.-

Likewise, some said they were definitely not interested in reducing .their

hours of work, while others indicated changes in some job and benefit

changes Might cause them to reconsider their negative resgonse. Thus we

look at two groups of respondents those who would respond to a part-time

job option under current conditions ;Ind a second group including these and

others who would do so only if benefit or job conditions were to change.

The first measure, MEASURE 1, includes only those respondents who said

that either they would definitely reduce their hours' of work now or they

definitely would not (groups 1 and 2 in Table 3). Thus this measure enables

us to analyze why those workers with definite ideas about a change in their

hours of work might choose to do so under current circumstances. The

Second measure, MEASrRE 2, expands the sample by including the qualified

yes and no respondents (groups 5 and 4 in'Table

,How Fringe_ 'Benefits Enter Into the Analysis

The two major programs in which State employees participate are the

WSRF and Group Health Insurance. We have explained how part-time work may

result in losses in retirement benefits from the former but, except-for fewer

accumulated sick leave credits at retirement, will not lead to any change in health

insurance coverage. Although some respondents viewed potential losses in health

insurande as a concern if they reduced their hours of work, such a loss is dnlikely

to occur. Health insurance coverage is unchanged if hours are reduced to no less

than half-time. There is an apparent information gap about health insurance

.coverage and its relationship to hours of work which should be addressed by any

part-time work program. However, this difference across people in information

1



and its effect on interest in part-time work cannot be measured.

The effect of changed hours of work on WSRF benefits can be measured and

is included in our analysis. We calculate for each person in our samplethe

benefit they could receive at their expected retirement age if they continued to

work full time at their current salary. Years of service are calculated as the

sum of years of service to date, plus ieaks to their expected retirement age. We

also calculate what would be their benefit at that age if they were to reduce

their hours of work within the next year, working half-time tntil retirement.

The retirement income lost as a result of a decision to work part time is the

difference betwee.. their pension as a full-time and as a part-time worker. We

also include a variable measuring their accumulated pension to dateL calculated

from information given on years worked for the state to date and the average Of

their three highest yeard of earnings. These last two variables are calcu-

lated as are Items j and e in Table 11:
1

In our analysis we use two pension variables: accumulated pension to dateP-
(PVAL) and ihe change id the pension that'would result from working part time

until their expected retirement age plAssj.. .These measures are used to test

two different hypotheses about the effect of pension on work behavior. According

io one view the absolute level of income is important, with workers already

assured of high pensions being able to afford and therefore more willing to reduce

their hours of work. For high pensioners further increases in pensions are not

important; it is the absolute incomelevels that are critical. Conversely,

wotkers with low benefits aCcumulations will be unable to afford a reduction in

hours of work. The opposing view argues that because pensions are directly ped

to wages and income, workers have adjusted current and future standards of living to

absOlute income levels. Low- and high-income earners will be equally willing

to change hours'of work. What is important is the gain in future pension income

that follows from a change in hours of work. Regardless of the absolute level

of incomei a sharp drop in

52 1 thii case, however,,we
undereitimate the absolute

retirement benefits due to a change in hours of work

IMMO a constant salary until retirement. Thus we

loss in benefits by reducing hours of Work.
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will discourage a worker from doing so. For example, consider the case of two

full-time workers each of whom expect to retire it age 65. Both-consider

reducing-their hours of work pTior to retirement. If one worker does so three

years prior io retirement, the annual annuity at 65 will fall from $500 to $450,

for a monthly income loss of $50. FOr the other, a reduction in earniJgs will also

result in a lower annuity; from $600 to $500. Because the second person will

lose twice as much as the first from reducing to part time, s/he Will be less

likely to do so. Thus, this second view,of retirement behavior argues that workers

whose retirement benefits will change less will be more willing to change their

hours of work, regardless of the initial size,of their benefits. The inclusion

of these two pension.variables tests the relative importance of pension levels

versus pension changes to workers considering part-time work options.

Data Trovided by workers on years worked for the Stite and average income

during- the three highest 'paid years of employment enabled us to estimate the
..

ippropriate pension variables. Table 12, whichgivei the mean benefits ind

mein benefits foregone by reducing nowto part time for the two grdups of

respondents, indicates a significant and negative relationship between

both benefit measures and interest in part-time work. On both measures the

F statistics were large and suggests that both the level and change in

pension income foregone by reducing hours of work is negatively associated
,

-. .
.

with interest in reducing hairs of work. The higher the pension and the

/

higher the loss in benefits, the less likely s the worker to be interested

in riducing hours of work.

Job Satisfaction

As we did with retirement benefits we develop two different measures

'of job satisfaction ttat attempt to isolate the level from the change in job,

satisfaction.

To examine the relationahipbetweenjob, satisfaction and interest in reduction in

hours on/m.1c, we analyzed questions 18 through. 33. (See AppendixA) Four variables were
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Table 12

MMan Value of Pension Variableslind Inerest in
. Reducing Hours

Measures

Interest

f Category

PVAL
2

.

MEASURE1
I

.

Mean
N $1s

MEASURE 21

Mean
N $16

Uninterested 926 ,4,554 2349 3,913

Interested 97 , 3,828 300 3,529.

4,.68 6.44. ,

Sig. .03 .01

PLOSS
2

Uninterested 857 . , 660 2191 606

Interested 91 ,545 462 434

4:08 57.02

Sig.
<.01

Note:

1HEASUTE 1: Evals 1 if respondent indicated would reduce now. Equals

0-if respondent indicated would not under any circumstance. MEASURE 2:

Equals 1 if respondent indicates would now or might reduce hours'of work.

Equals 0 if respondent indicated woad never or prdbably would not.

2See text and Table 15 for definition of variables.

3
See Technical Appendix (Appendix E) for brief discussion of F-

statistics and level of significamce.
fa
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created. First a general job satisfaction index measures general satis-

Jaction wie6 current job, salary and coworker relationships. The next two

variables indidate recent changes in satisfaction with salary and with job

tasks. Finally a fourth measure indicates each respondent's desire for

more control over setting their own working hours and defining what they do each

day. Appendix D gives greter detail on how these various measures were created.

We hypothesizethat workers who are,more satisfied.with job conditions

are least likely to want to work fewer hours per week. For highly satis-

fied workers, longer work hours will be accompanied by greater satisfaction

and therefore there will be little desire to reduce overall satisfaction

by working fewer hours. On the other hand, less satisfied workers will be

more likely to want,to reduce their hours 'of work in order to avoid the

distasteful rewards of full-time work. .However, we arguethat as in the

case of pension income, workers have already adjusted working hours to

accomodate to the satisfaction derived from their jobs. The key variable

in determining whether theY now might want to change earlier decisions

about working hours is whether their satisfaction has recently changed.

Thus, we hypothesize that it is the variables reflecting recent chan6s

that are key to determining whether aorkers will be,attracted by part-

time work options. The two change variables, less satpfaction with

salary and lessliatisfaction with job tasks during the past year, are

expected to be negatively and positively related, 'respectively, to whether

a person views part-time work options favorably. Persons less satisfied.

with their current salary will be more hesitant than others in suffering

the income loss associated with a reduction in hours of work. On the

other hand those less satisfied during the past year with their jobs will
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seek' io reduce hours of work. Finally, the,fourth variable measuXing what

they want in terms of personal aUtonomy to determine 'lours and tasks,

should be negatively related to interest intpart-time work. Because part-

time work is associated with somewhat less involvement in'the workplace,

the desire fox greater control over decisions affecting one's own work en-
,

vironment should be associated with desire to continue as a key workeri

in the workplace, i.e., as a full-time worker.

Table 13 shows the association between these four measprea of job

satisfaction with the desire to reduce hours of work. All job sat1sfaction

measures are significantly associated with whether a person is tnterested

in reducing their work hours, with the exception of the CHSAT$ variable;

which indicates whether or:not a person is now less satisfied with their

.* say than they were in the'recent past. bifferences between the two

isnterest giOUps'in level of job satisfaction (JOBSAT varies between -1

and 1 with a positive value showing higher job satisfaction) are small,

but significant. Difference in the mean values of CHSATT (a value closer

to +1 indicates the respondent was less satisfied with job tasks during

the past year) and of the WANTMORE variable (a value closer to +1'indi-

cates a person wants more control over work hours and job tasks) between

the two.groups are larger and significant. While there is a signigcant

relationship between job satisfaction variables and interest in part-

time work, this Simple test for differences fails to indicate whether

there' is a causal relationship between the two variables. For example,

it may be that the demonstrated selationship*is due to' a fiigh

correlation between job satisfaction 7d another variable (for example

health), the latter which is the cause of a person4s interest in working

part-time.
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Table 13'
-\.

Job Satisfaction Measures:
Their Relationshi0 to Interest in Part-Time Work

Definition of Interest
I:terest Grou

and Mean Value of Job Satisfaction Measures

>IMEASURE 11 MEASURE 21

JOBSAT
2

Interest in Part-Time

Uninterested .89
Inteiested , %

q9F 12A
Level of Significance < .01

,. .

,CHSAT$
2

Interest in Part-Time

4.

.85

.81

8.9
'< .01

Tninterested .50 .50
Interested .58 .50

1.4 .07
Level of Significance

CHSATT
2

Interest in Part-Time

Uninterested .41 .44
Interested 43 .50
F 9.3 3.7
Level of Significance < .01 .05

WANTMORE
2

Interest in Part-Time

(/ Uninterested .14 .05
Interested -.18 -.15
F 59.7 103.6
Level of Significance < .01 < .01

Note:

1
MEASURE 1: Equals 1 if respondent indicated would reduce now. Equals

0 if respondent indicated would not under any circumstance. MEASURE 2:
Equals 1 if respondent indicates would now oralight reduce hours of work.
Equals 0 if respondent indicated would never or probably would not.

2
Values for variable range from -1 to +1.../ 5
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Health

Table 14 shows the relationship between the three measures'of health

and interest in reducing hours of work. HEALTH is a dummy variable which is equal

to 1 if a person's health was rated poor. Persons interested in part time work

are significantly more likely to havo poor health. CHHEALTH and,FATIGUE are two

measures.of health change, the former equaling 1 if the workers indicated that health

status was worse than a year ago and the latter equaling 1 is he or she felt

more fatigue at the-end of the working day compared with a year ago. Workers

interested in a change in hours of work were significantly more likely to indicate

wnrsening health or growing fatigue.

From these simple tabulations it is clear that the interest of older workers

in reducing their hours of work is significantly ,related to their pensions, job

satisfaction and heaifth. This doe:4 not tell the full story, since we cannot

yet tell how these measures relate to each other or to other variables affecting

a workers' interest in a reductiOn in work ;hours, and therefore are not yet able

to understand the complex relationship among the characteristics of the worker

and the job that determine whether or not a reduction from full-time to part-time

work is an appealing options. For example, if a high percentage of workers who have

always been dissatisfiedwith their job also have become less satisfied with their

job tasks in the past year both the JOBSAT and CHSATT will be highly correlated

with intereat in part-time work, even though only the latter has caused the

worker to look for ways to reduce hours of work. In the next section we try to

control for the effects of other variables in explaining the relationship

between interest in reducing work hours and variables we hypothesize to affect

interest in part-time work.

E. The Decision to Reduce Hours of Work

The importance of level versus changes in three key variables is predicated

5
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Table 14

Health Measures and Their Relationship
to Part-Time Work

Measure and
Interest Group

Definition of Interest
and Mean Value of Health Measure

HEALTH
2

MEASURE11 MEASURE 21

Interest in Part-Time

Uninterested .08 .09
Interested .13 .14

4.1 14.9
bevel of Significance .04 < .01

FATIGUE
2

Interest in Part-Time

Uninterested .18 .24
Interested .46 .47

48.5 116.3
Level of Significance < .01 < .01

CREALTH2

Interest in Part-Time

Uninterested .03 .04
Interested .13 .07
F 19.8 9.9
Level of Significance < .01 < .01

Note:

iMEASURE 1: Equals 1 if respondent indicated would reduce now. Equals
0 if respondent inaicated would not under any circumstances. MEASURE 2:
Equals 1 if respondent indicates would now or/might reduce hours of work.
Equals 0 if respondent indicated would never or probably would not.

2
Values for variable range from -1 to 41. See Table 15 for description

of variables.

5 9



\on the assumption that workers have chosen working hours rationally and

ose workers who work fuAl-time have chosen to do so as a way of maximizing

the satisfaction derived from job and non work activities. In addition,

the job they have chosen represents the best solution to meeting their

financiil and other needs within the context of labor market and family

obligations. Thus, unless full-time workers were originally severely

constrained in the number of hours they could work, ^an increase in part-time

work options alone will not alter their current hours of work. _It is likely that

any particular job is offered with a fixed number of hours. However, because there

are opportunities for part time work in state employment (about 5 percent of

older permanent employees work part-time; a higher percentage of all stdte employees

includinOimited term employees do so) as well as in non-state work, there is

considerable choice of jobs with varying salaries, working hours and other

attributes, Thus we hypothesize that when the job was chosen, it represented the

best choice of work hours, salary and job tasks.

Despite workers' original satisfaction with their job choice, it is clear

that unexpected changes in job or health conditions could disrupt this

equilibrium, leading a worker to seek a different combination of working conditions,

one of which might be part-time work at.current hourly earnings. Part-time

work, however, is one which necessitates considerable loss in salary and in

participation in the wotkplace. Therefore only those workers who are willing and

,

able to suffer income loss as well as disengagement from work will be willing to

/ do so. Changes in working conditions and in future inCome resulting from changes

in working hours are therefore key variables that workers will consider in

determining whether or not to reduce hours of work on their current job. We

develop two sets of variables, those measuring levels and those measuring changes

in those levels. We have already discussed in some detail three of these

measures; those indicating levels apd changes in future retirement income that

6 o
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result from reducing from full- to part-time work, those indicating level and

recent changes with job satisfaction and those measuring levels and changes in

health. Other variables are also hypothesized to affect-Current interest in

part-time work and are included,in our analysis.

Income other than that from their state job is expected to have a positive

influence on interest in part-time work; workers with other income

are better able to withstand the income loss associated with a reduction in hours

of work. The direction of the effect of current hourly earnings
1

from their

state Aob is ambiguous. Two opposing effects determine the net effect of this

variable. A reduction in part-time working hours means an absolute loss in income.

The higher is the current hourly salary the more able will be the employee to

withstand this loss, implying that the income effect of this variable will be to

encourage a reduction in working hours. On the other hand, if part-time work changes

the per hour value of fringe benefits and the probability of future wage increases,

a reduction in hours of work also changes the relative cost of non-working hours.

Tf high wage earners expect higher salary increases in the future that might be

threatened by a reduction in hours, and lose more in fringe benefits (e.g. lose more

life insurance coverage) part-time work will be mean a reduction in per hour

earnings. Thus the hours of leisure "bought" with part time work will be more

expensive and will be less likely to be purchased,by high salary earners. Thus,

the wage effect is expected to discourage part-time employment. The effect of the

earnings variable is the net effect of thepositive income and negative wage effects

and cannot be determined a-priori.

Several control variables attempt to capture the effect of non-economic

characteristics of workers on the hours of work decision. Sex and marital status

measure the influence of social pre,ssures on males and married Persons, especially

1
Since all workers are full-time, salary was converted to hourly earnings by
assuming 2080 hours :worked pet7yeaf-.--
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those with other dependents, to continue full-time work prior to reaching

retirement age. These variables may also reflect the effect of other family

members' work behavior which cannot be measured by our data on the work behavior

of the state worker. Occupational characteristics not associated with earnings

are measured by the inclusion of selected occupational variables.

Table 15 presents the regression results for our two samples of respondents;

those who gave definite answrs to the question on interest in working part-time

(MEASURE1) and the larger group of those who gave consistent answers indicating

either definite or conditional interest (MEASURE2).

Looking first at respondents who indfcated a definite yes or no response to

the question of whether they would reduce their hours of work within the next

year if given the opportunity (MEASURE1) we find our hypotheses about differences

in the effect of level versus changes in key conditions supported by the results.

The level of penSion benefits for which a worker would be eligible at retirement

(PVAL) has no significant effect, but the absolute reduction in benefits that

would result from the decision to reduce their years of work (PLOSS) is important.

The iligher is this reduction, the less likely is a person to want to reduce hours

of work.1 The coefficients on hourly wage (WAGE) and other income (OTHER$) are

positive, indicating that the income effect of wages predominates and that the

higher the non-wage income the more likely is a person to want to reduce to

part-time work. Interestingly, the more one has considered and planned for

reirement (PLANS), the more likely is one to want to reduce hours of work. It

may be that, insufficient infoviation about retirement leads to greater caution

abOut changing hours of work prior to retirement. On the other hand, the PLANS

variable may be acting as aproxy for the value of non-income prodUcing assets

(e.g. house, pension funds) which have been accumulated by those who have given

greater thought and attention to the necessity of accumulating assets for

retirement purposes. 'If the first interpretation is correct, a pre-retirement

1Coefficients measure the change in the probability of being interested in
part-time work that would result from a unit change in the independent variable.
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program providing accurate
on fringe benefits may encourage some to

consider part-time work. The second interpretation, however, suggests that

a pre-retirement program will have limited impact, if any at all. The

accumulation of'assets occUrs over a working life and may have more to do with

attitudes towards work and savings acquired early in one's working career than

with specific information on retirement acquired a few years prior to

retirement.

The job satisfaction variables have the expected role in explaining the

probability of wanting to reduce hours of work. The actual level (JOBSAT) has

no significant effect on the probability of a worker's being interested in part-

time work, while two of the.change variables do. If the level of worker

satisfaction with the tasks performed on the job has recently changed (CHSATT)

they are more likely to want to reduce hours of work (i.e. the prObability

rises by .22 percent): However, if they want more decision making powerOn

their job (WANTMORE) they are less likely (be 13.5 percent) to want to relinquish

control through working part-time. A recent change in satisfaction with salary

(CHSATO Iras no signLiicant effect although the sign is correct. It im#y be that

recent high rates of inflaticin have made dissatisfaction with salaries widespread

(note the higher mean forthis variable than for CHSATT) among state employees

and therefore this variable is less likely to explain differences among employees

in hours,of work than it might have some years earlier.

The health variables indicate that recent changes in'health might be more

important than is the level of health in explaining.worker's interest in part-time

work. If workers are less healthy than they were one year earlier (CIMEALTH), or

experience more fatigue at the end of a work day (FATIQUE), part-time work is of

greater interest (the probability of wanting to work part-time rises by 18 and

9 percent, respectively).

Few of the control variables are significant explanatory variable's. While

'63
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the older is the worker the less likely are they to be interested in

part:time work options, ,the AGE variable is only significnat at the 10 percent

level. Five dummy variables were included, each indicating whether or not

the respondent was classified in a particular job category: clerical

(OFFCLER), ,protective service (pROTSRV), craft (SKLCRFT), technicians

(TECHS) and seririce-maintenance workers (SVCMNT). The categories are

not exhaustive. Professional workers are the major excluded category.

Coefficients for the included occupational groups indicate the degree

to which the probabilities of being interested in part-time work diverge

for theparticular group ftom that for professionals. Two additional

groups were excluded (piraprofessicnals and office administrative workers)

since there was no a-priori reasofi to expect their behavior to diverge

from the professi6nal workers and because their inclusion in earlier

equations showed their behavior was not different. The groups included

are thosejob categories which are often thought most amenable to shared

job or pdrt-time work schedules, since responsibility for specific tasks

can be assigned among workers. While the positive signs on the coefficients

for clericAl, craft and technical workers indicate that these workers are

somewhat more likely to be interested in part-time work, the coefficients

are insignificant for the first two categories. In addition, service

maintenance workers are somewhat less likely to be ,interested, although

again the coefficient is no4 significant, indicating that its divergence

from zero 'could be due merely to chance variations in.the sample. Only

technicians (TECHS) are significantly more likely than are professionals

and all other groups to be, . interested in part-time work.
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Looking st the results using MEASURE2 as the dependent variable we see

only slight changes in our results. Recall that this group of workers include

I .

those who have given a conditional "yes" response to the question on whether they

are interested in reduting hours of work in the next xear. Thus differences between/

these results and those for MEASURE1 are due to the inclusion of workers Who might

be interested under some conditions. Recall that these conditions are most I.kely
! /

to include no reductions in retirement benefits.

The results for the two pension and the PLANS variables are similar to those

for the equation using MEASURE1. For this group hourlY earnings and other income

haveno significant effect. It may be that since*the condition given by most

/ .workers is that retirement income not change as a result of part-time

work, most respondents see little need to "finance" a reduction in hours of; work

from,other incOme. The results on the job satisfactioh variables are slightly

altered irom MEASURE1. While CHSAT$ is now.signiTicani, it is so only at the 10

percent level. Likewise, CHSATT is no longer significant/ although even in the

MEASURE1 equation the level of significance was not high. The group of health
1

variables again show thatchanges in health rather that its level are important,

although in this equation the CHHEALTH variable is,no longer significant, fthough

;of the correct sign. Among the control variables, males are significantly less

likely to consider a change in hours of work in the near future and TECHS'are

significantly more likely to be conditionally interested.

These two regressions indicate that there are significant differences

between workers who might reduce to part-time work and those who would not.

Workers are strongly influenced by the losses in retirement benefits that would

arise from their decision to work part-time. Thus workers not covered by a pension

plan, those whose benefits would change only slightly because of long years of
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service, or those very close to retirement are more likely to be interested in

a part-time work program. On the other hand, this is counter-balanced by the

greater ability of high wage earners or those with substaatial non-state income

or assets to afford the loss in income that comes from working fewer hours per

week.

The profile of a typical part time worker is not immediately apparent, although

these results suggest that high wage earners, near their expected retirement age

who have been covered by the WSRF for many years as well as accumulating other

assets and income sources may be most interested in reducing hours of work on

-their current job.
1 This is consistent with the findings of Anschell (1980). It

is clear that change in health or job satisfaction has an effect on interest in

part time work. Thus for some employees, part-time work options may permit

them to continue'Working in the face of unexepcted declines in heallh or changes

in assigned work and satisfaction with that work.

Decomposing the WANTMORE variable giyes us added insight into the inter-

/

relationship between job dissatisfaction and part-time work. When the two components of

this variable are examined, it appears that the desire for greater control over

one's working hours is the controlling influence. The other component, the desire

for greater control over tasks performed, alone has an insignificant effect on

interest in part-time work. Workers who want more control over setting their

working hours may wish to do so for two opposing reasons. Those who are increasingly

1
An alternative interpretation is possible. Such a worker may be a highly skilled

employee working long hours in a high pressure position. They may be attracted by

the possibility of working part time on their current job, in hopes that this woula

more, equally balance actual hours worked with salary paid, since another person

might be hired to share responsibilities and over-time work. It may also be that

the question was not interpreted as requiring Remanent part-time work. Persons

in high administrative positions might be attracted by part-time employment for a

limited period of time, knowing that they could easily return to full-time work

when they so wished.
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dissatisfied with their job may see in part-time work or more flexible full:"

time hours a way of compensating in part for job dissatisfaction by adjusting

their hours to accomodate more satisfying non-work activities.' There is anothex

group, however, who are satisfied with their Jolla and see more flexible hours

as a way of satisfying their wish to meet the demands of both a satisfyirig full-time

job-and their non-work obligations. The latter group dominates in the relationship

between the WANTMORE variable and interest in part-time work. Dis indicates that

many state workers wouldiwalcome greater flexibility fh setting their full-time

work hours. However, some respondents do want to set their own part-time working

hours to accomodate their lessening interest in their job, and when the WANTMORE

variable is excluded from the MEASURE2 regression (not shown) the effect of the

NEGTSAT variable increases and become highly significant. This strengthens our

conclusions that if other means of dealing with reduce4 job satisfaction age not

forthcoming (e.g. by dealing with the source of this dissatisfaftion itself)
x-'

providirig opportunities for reduced workinghours is one method of accomodating

workers who might otherdise resign from state employment. These reduced work hours

will:be most attractive to workers experiencing growing -job dissatisfaction;

more satisfied workers are likely to wish to continue working at theirfal time

rate although they may prefer some flexibility in-deciding when this work is

performed. In general, part-time work Opportunities are -a method by which the

State can retain the services of workers who might otherwise choose to retire

or resign earlier due to ill health or growing job dissatisfaction.

Logit Analysis

The dependent variable for the OLS regressions described in the previous

section is a dummy which equals 1 if the person would reduce their hours of work

and 0 otherwise. Thus the coefficients in the regression are interpreted as

measuring the effect of an independent variable on the probability of a person

being willing to reduce hours of work. However, a serious problem exists in

6/
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,

Table 15

OLS Estimates of Determinants
of Interest kdieducing Houri..-of Work

MEASURE 1 MEASURE 2

.FINANCIAL VARIABLES Coefficient (Standard Error)

(..004).

(.03)**i*
(.004)0**
(Amy* .

(.022)****-

Coefficient ;Standard Error)

PVAI:

FLOSS
WAGE -

OTHER$

PLANS

.0012-

-.0875
.0166

,0022
.0811

.0010,

-.1099
.0041

.0003

.0813

(.003)

(.02)****
(.004)

(.001)
(.016)00

JOB SATISFACTION

JOBSAT .0248 (:040) .0416 (.031)

.CHSAT$ -.0050 (.009) -.0125 '(.007)*

CHSATT .0216 (.010)** .0093 (.008)

WANTMORE -.1357 (.025)**** -.1536 (.019)****

HEALTH

HEALTH -.0175 (.036) .0338 (.027)

CHHEALTH .1825 (.051)00 .0380 (.038)

FATIGUE .0905 (.024)**** .1081 (.0172)****

CONTROL

GENDER .0035 (.026) -.0838 (.020)"."

AGE -.0077 (.004)* -.0038 (.003)

MARSTAT -.0256 (.025) .0018 (.019)

DEPS .0063 (.010) .0104 (.008)

OFF-CLER .0044 (.032) .0160 (.025)

PROTSRy -.0386 (.n42) -.0276 '(.033)

SKLCRFT 0035 (.049) .0134 (.038)

TECHS .1021 (.051)** .1247

SVCMNT -.0014 (.029) .0038 (.02)

COLLGRAD .0038' (.029) -.0091. (.023)

tónstant .4191 .3777

R2 -.171 .107

7.76 12.89

848

**** Significant 4t .01 level
*** Sigpificant at .025 leitl
** Significant at .05 level
* Significant at .10 level,

2383
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Means and Standard Deviations
1

MIEAF'.TRE.1

MEASURE 1 'MEASURE 2

.0932 (.29)

MEASURE 2 .1716 (.38)

PVAL ($1,000) 3.986 (3.18) 3909 (3.12)

PLOSS .658 (.52) - -584 (,45).

) .

WAGE 8.45 (3.42) 8.31 (3:23)

OTHER$ ($1,000) 6.008 (7.08) 6.414 (7.33)

PLANS .281 (.45) .326 '(.47)

JOBSAT .8769 (.27) .8484 (.27)

CHSAT$ -.0330 (1.181 .0428 (1.14)

CHSATT -.5035 (1.06)' -.3416 (1.07)

WANTMORE .0981 (.41)
. .

.0133 (.41)
.

HEALTH .0849 (.28) ..0974; (.30)

CHHEALTH .0401 (.20) .0449 (.21)'

FATIGUE .0225 (.40) .2900 (.45)

GENDER .665 (.47) .6253

Aft 58.56 (2.70 58.66 ,(2.72)

MARSTAT .7500 (.43) .7655 (.43)

DEPS .4021 (.99) :3642 (1.0)

OFFCLER .1144 (.34) .1.431 (.35)

PROTSRV .6637 (.24) .0613 (.24)

SKLCRFT .0401 (.20) .0424 (.20)

TECHS .0377 (.19) .0407 (.20)

SVCMNT .164 (.3p) .1733 (.38)

COLLGRAD .133 (.34) .1347 (.34)

1
Standard deviations in parentheses.

Gj
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Definitions of Variables

PVAL The annual benefit from the Wisconsin State Retirement Fund for which

an individual will be eligible if s/he continues to work full time at the

current full-time salary until stated age of expected retirement.

PLOSS The difference between PVAL calculatedIor the individual and the WSRF

benefit that would result if the worker immediately reduced to part-time

and worked untilthe stated age of expected retirmment.

WAGE The hourly wage of the individual. 'Calculated as the full-time annual

earnings on the persons state job divided by 2080 hours.

OTHER$ The individuals total inccme for 1979 minus earnings from their state job.

PLANS A dummy variable equal to 1 if the person has given a great deal or some

thought to retirement.

JOBSAT An index ranging from -1 to 1, measuring a person's general satisfaction

with salary, benefits, relatiiNtships with co-workers and with what they

do on the job.

CHSAT$ A dunny variable which equals 1 if the person agreed or strongly agreed

with the statement that "Within the past year, I have become less

satisfied with my salary and benefits."

CHSATT A dummy variable that equals 1 if the person agreed or strongly agreed

with the statement that "Within the past year, ;have found the things I

do on my job less satisfying."

WANTHORE An index that varies between -1 and +1. A positive value on WANTHORE

indicateethat the worker wants more control over tasks.

HEALTH A dunny variable that equals 1 if the respondent rated his/her health as

"poor." "

CHHEALTH A dummy variable that equals 1 if the worker indicated that the health

status was worse than a year ago.
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FATIGUE A tummy variable which is coded 1 if the worker-indicated he/she felt

more fatigue at the end of the working day compared with a year ago.

GENDER A dummy variable that equalil if male.

AGE Age of individual in 1980.

MARSTAT A dummy variable thatequals 1 if currently married.

DEPS Number of dependents excluding spouse.

OFFCLER A dummy variable that equals 1 if the respondent was A clerical worker.

PROTSRV A dummy variable that equals 1 if the respondent's job classification

oas included uner the "Protective gervice" E.E.O. category.

SKLCRYT A dummyvariable that equals 1 if the responjent's job classification

was skilled craft.

TECHS A dummy variable that equals 1 if the respondent's job classification

fell into threchnician category.

SVCNNT A dummy variable that equals 1 if the respondent's position was included

under the service maintenance category.

COLLGRAD A dummy variable that equals 1 if the worker finished college.

MEASURE 1 Equals 1 if the respondent would reduce hours now, and equals 0

if the respondent would under,no circumstance reduce hours of

work. All other cases are excluded.

MEASURE 2 Equals 1 if the respondent would reduce hours now or under some

circumstances and equals 0 otherwise.
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using OLS to estimate probabilities since although a probability cannot in

fact exceed 1 or be less than 0, the predicted probabilities from a regrespion

are not bounded. Thus a transformation is necessary in order to estimate a

function that ia bounded and confoLms to the likely real-world case that

marginal changes in the dependent variable due to a change in an independent

variable diminish as the bounds are approache.d. A logit function which conforms

to these specifications was estimated including the variables already described.

Since the coefficients are not as eassily interpreted as in the case'of the

regression and because the logit results conform to th3se for the regression we

do not discuss the logit results in detail here. It is important to note that

the difference between the effects of level and changes in variables hold up in

the logit estimates with one possible exception. In the logit estimates the

coefficient on NEWSAT is significant at the 10% level. However the coefficient

on NEGTSAT remains highly significant indicating that persons recently less

satisfied with their jobs are more likely than others to be interested in reducing

their hpurs of work. As in the regression results recent'changes in health and

pension loss that would result from reducing hours of work prior to retirement

are significant variables in determining a person's interest in part time work

prior to retirement while current health and pension accumulation levels are not.
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F. Part-Time Employment After Retirement

While few full-time workers are willing to reduce to part-time work

prior to retirement, a larger percentage would consider working part-time

after the age at whizh they currently expect to retire. The willingness of

workers to work part-time after retirement is not unexpected and is not in-

consistent with their reluctance to consider part-time work now. It is con-

sistent with Mieves' conclusion that part-time workers are a different labor

market than are part-time workers. In the case of retirees, retirement is

that*age at which full-tim work is rejected. At that time part-time work

may be an attractive-alternative to total retirement, even though it earlier

was a less appealing alternative to full-time work. This finding also

indicates that the major effect of a part-time work program would be to in=

crease the work options of retirees, rather than of workers during their

pre-retirement years.

Delayed Retirement

Current Wisconsin State employees were asked about their interest in continuing

their current job beyond the age at which they now.expect to retire.completely

froi state employment. It is important to understand the decision each respondent

was being asked to consider. The hypothetical Case posed was an opportunity to

.continue workihg later than now planned; in short the option of increasing their

hours of work from the expected zero hours of work upon reaching their expected

retirement age. The worker was asked to state a prefeience ff_.'r retirement from

state employment, and the opportunity tO continue working at their current job.

In Contrast to the hypothetical situation for a worker considering an immediate

reduction in hours of-work, there could be a net financial gain to *orkera in

delaying retirement. Fullmtime work would'mean continued coverage by WSRF and with

longer service years and, perhaps, annual earnings gains, a higher retirement benefit

when retirement was chosen at a later age. For a part-time worker, as long as

earnings remained below half the three year final average used to calculate WSRF

73
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(in effect below half-time employment for recent retirees) a worker could receive

both wsRy benefits and their part-time earnings. Above this limit the worker

'would lose WSRF bneefits, but as is true for the full time worker, would find

future benefits increased due to longer service.

If workers were offered some type of opportunity to continue working for the

state 87 percent would do so. .We do not know for how long thee workers

would be willing to delay full retirement. Because the questionnaire asked workers

to indicate all circumstances under which they would be willing to work past

their expected age of retirement we are able to estimate the degree to which part-time

work would be necessary for an older worker to delay retirement and what other

type of work opportunities might be attractive. Usin;\he same method we

adopted in deSCribing the conditions under which workers would reduce from full-time

to part-time work, we looked at the circumstances under which workers would delay

retirement. Table 16 indicates the number of workers checking each of the

circumstances under which they would be willing to continue working. Over half

might delay retirement if they were able to work part-time. However, it is important

to note that a large percentage (33.3 percent) also indicated that the might

continue working full-time if they were able to do so. Nine percent would do so°

with a switch to a four, ten hour days schedule but 27.8 percent would do so

on the current job schedule. The three remaining conditions do not specify a

.particular job schedule, although the majority of workers checking these three

conditions also checked a part-time option; a minority.checked one of the full-time

options. The large percentage checking the inflation condition, indicates that

older Workers may in the future'be more interested in post-retirement work

opportunities than they have been during past periods of Iow price inflation.

Tablea looks at the answers given in a somewhat different way. This table

evaluates the extent to which part-time as well as full-time work options would

be successful in permitting:workers who wisy to to delay retirement. The two
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Table 16

Circumstances Under Which Workers Would Delay Retirement:
Number Checkirg Circumstance

Circumstances N1

Would Never Delay

Would Delay

A. If Present Job Continued

As Is

373

2522

961

804

12.9

87.1

33.2

27.8

For 4, 10 hour days 264 9.1

B. If Could Work Part Time 1545 53.4

Shorter Day 617 21.3

Shorter Week 1304 45.0

Share Job 512 17.6

C. Other Conditions 2125 73.4

If Inflation Continues 1916 66.2

If Job Made Less Stressful 538 18.6

If More Flexible Hours 581 20.1
TOTAL 2895 100.0

1Numbers in this column add up to more than total number of respondents
since many checked more than one circumstance.
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panels only differ in the way workers who stated a willingness to work both

full and part-time are classified., In Panel A they are described as part-time

workers, in Panel B as full-time. This exercise is important since allowing,

workers to work part-time at a given job if they so wished, would probably

lead to pressure from those who wish to do so to continue working full-time or to

reat-ange their full-time working hours. Although we can't tell whether a person

would prefer part-or full-time work after retirement, the two panels give a

sense of how many workers would benefit from a part-time work option compared

to one that merely allowed them to continue working full-time beyond their

expected retirement age. Circumstances given by each respondent are grouped as

in Table 16.
1

Table 17, Panel A.shows that up to 53.4% of wOrkers Might work past their

current expected age of retirement if only part time hours were available. The

remaining workers indicated no willingness to work at any of the part-time schedules.

Almost 18 percent would apparently work only full-time; another 13 percent would

not work at all. The remaining 16 percent are a curious group. Since they checked

none of the full-time or part-time schedules, it is difficult to know what kind

of job schedule they wonid prefer after retirement.

The second panel shows that up to.33.2% might alter their expected aee of

retirement if full-time work were the only option available by which workers

could delay retirement. In this case, respondents who indicated that they would

either work part-time or full-time were classified as willing to work full-time

(in panel A they were classified as willing to work part-time).

These two tables indicate a strong desire to continue working beyond the

respondents' current expected ages of retirement. Part-time work options would

clearly be popular, permitting up to 53 percent of current full-time workers to

1
See Appendix A for questions used in this analysis. (Question 12 of

Older Worker Survey)
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Table 17

Circumstances Under Which Workers Would Delay Their Retirement:
Circumstance's Grouped and'Ranked

Would Never Delay
373 12.9

Other Circumstances
459 15.9

If Present Job Continued
518 17.9

If Could Work Part-time 1545 53.4

TOTAL
2895 100.

Would Never Delay
373 12.9

Other Circumstances
459 15.9

If Co,uld Work Part-time 1102 38.1

If Ttesent Job Continued 961 33.2

TOTAL
2895 '100.0"
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delay retirement. However, it is not clear that this is what workers prefer.

For whatever reasoa one-third of workers would like to continue working full-time

but do not ,expect t-.7 do so. Only 38 percent of workers (Table17, Panel B)

feel that they would return to work only on a part-time schedule. Thus, greater

part-time work options would permit half of current workers to extend thetr
4

lives. But for almost one-ih rd other reasons prohibit them from continuing

at their current full-time job, evep though they express a desire to do so.

Post-Retirement Work Behavior

Given the strong desire io continue working on the part of the majority of

older workers in our sample, it would\be useful if we could test to see whether

workers would actually delay retirement\if given the opportunity to do so. In

other words, would workers in fact work as they now say they would ifgiven greater'

post-retirement employment opportunities? Unortunately, there is no data on

what our respondents would actually do if facedith the job options they now

claim they would find most attractive. We do, howeVer, have some data on workers

.
who have actually delayed retirement or have sought podt-retirement work

opportunities elsewhere. These we feel provide some confirmation of the desire

of current full-time workers to continue working at their current jobs.

larst, we asked workers about their response to the increase in the age of

mandatory retirement from age 65 tb 70, effective January 1,1.980 forWisconsin State

employees. About one-quarter (24.5 percent) of those who had heard of the changed

state requirement, delayed their expected retirement age by an average of about

four years. If we look only at those who had previously expected to ietire at

age 65 (the earlier mandatory retirement age), over one-third (35 percent) delayed

their planned age of retirement by about 3 1/2 years. This suggests that indeed

our respondents would delay retirement if given the opporiunity to continue working

at their current job. A large percentage had done so when the restrictions on

working beyond ege 65 was raised.
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Another piece of evidence about the desire of workers to !continue

working past the the retirement age comes from the number of respondents

who indicate they plan to work in a non-state job after retirement. One-thira

of all respondents indicated they were planning to do so. MOst of these would

be willing to continue working for the State if their job so permitted. Among

workers who expect to leave state employment at 62 or later 32 percent expect to

work elsewhere, but 83 percent of these would also be willing to work full-time

for the state. This indicates not only a potential loss ofilabor talent from

state employment, but also that a high proportion of those who want to exiend their

work life will search for alternative ways offtdoing so.

A final piece of evidence comes from data on the .recent retirees from

Wisconsin State Em yment. Looking at only those who ha4e retired between 1975

and 1980 and are now 65-75 years of age,, we find that whi).e 31 percent have

worked since retirement, only 12 did so in state government. While this may have
./

as much to do with the limit on earnings-for WSRF annuitiiints as it does with limited,

employment opportunities, it is interesting to note that' 32 percent of this group

would be interested in returning to work for the State, and that among those who

have worked since retirement 91 percent did so part-time.
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G. Conclusions

This sectidn has attempted to measure the interest of full-time

workers in reducing hours of work prior to retirement. We found that

about 5 percent of workers would be willing to do so within the next

year. If in addition, workers were assured that they could return to

full-time hours if they so wisked, at least another 2 percent would re-

duce their hours of work. If the group of consistent respondents analyzed

here are representative of all full-time Wisconsin state workers 55 years or

older (a total of 6238in 1980), this would mean that 287 workers would be

willing to immediately reduce their working hours. Another 118 would be

willing to do so if the decision to reduce their hours would not coMmit

them to doing so indefinitely. These are the minimum numbers who would

willingly change their hours of work. Whether others would do so depends

upon the-strength ni their concerns about changes in fringe benefits that

might follow from a reduction in hours of work. An additional 31 workers

might switch if they were given better information on health and life in-

surance policies. For dther interested workers to switch there would

have io be a significant change in retirement programs (including the

Federal social security program) or a supplemental benefit prdgram that

would offset the loss in retirement benefits resulting from workers reduc-

ing their hours of work prior to retirement.

Further analysis has shown that for many older workers, part-time

work may be an avenue to reduce job dissatisfaction or to continue

working in the face of declining health. The importance of retirement

benefit considerations is shown by the strong influence of the foregone
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pension amounts ir. determining whethe: workers are interested in part-time

work.

It is difficult to conclude on whether the number of workers that

would reduce their hOurs of work would make financing a part-time jobs

program "worth it." It is clear that for some wrkere such an option would

be attractive and that it might permit the continued employment of highly

skilled state employees who might otherwise retire because of grnwing

job dissitisfaction or ill health. Note that workers most likely to be

interested in part7time work.are those who will lose less-by this change in

hours of work. These are also the workers who will lose the least by

retiring now, and are therefore most,likely to choose early retirement

(see Burkhauser and Quinn, 1980; Hansen and Holden, 1981).

We also presented some information suggesting that the major impact

of a program opening up part-time jobs to older workera would be to permit

workers to extend work beyond their expected retirement age.' Our data

indicate a desire on the part of the majority of workers to 'work longer

than they now expect to. It may be that part-time work would permit them

to receive both their social security and WSRF benefits while working.

If they were to continue at their full-time hours of work they would most

likely lose all retirement benefits for the period during which they

worked. At the same time, a large proportion of workers would like to

continue working full time beyond the age at which they currently expect

to retire. That these wishes are not idle dreams is suggested by in-

formation on changes in retirement age that actually occurred when tile

state's mandatory age of retirement was raised from 65 tc 70 and on the

large number of retirees who have worked in non-state jobs following their

retirement from state employment.
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TH., The Demonstration Project'

A. Introduction,

The Older Worker Survey-analyzed in Section II allowesd us to estimate

the level of interest among older workers in reducing hours of work prior

to retirement. From it we were able to estimate that'about 5 percent of

workers would now reduce hours of work if given thn opportunity to do so

add that others would do so if only ceztain job or benefit conditions were

to change. For the workers who are interested in reducing their hours of

work, part-time work would clearly be beneficial in that it would allow

them to work their preferred number of hours; for some this might provide

some adjustment to growing job dissatisfaction or ill-he-nth. It is not

clear, however, whether the expectation of these full-time workers would

be realized if they were to reduce their hours of work or if employers

and co-workers would gain or lose by having hours of work change for some

workers. To answer these issues we need longitudinal data on workers who

have reduced from full-time to_part-time work. .We have already cited

writers who argue that permitting mcre workers to work part-time results

in increased productivity (Nollen et. al., 1975; Greenwald 'and Liss, 1973;

Martin, 1976; Stewart et. al., 1975; Foegen, 1976; and Olmstead, 1977)

and improved job satisfaction (Logan, et. al., 1973; Hall and Gardiner,

1973). The demonstration component of the PRWO project was set up to

evaluate same of these claims by analyzing changes in job performance,

job satisfaction and supervisors' attitudes for thirtY workers who actually

reduced their hours of work during the life of the project. In this

section we look at the data from this part of the PRWO project.
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As initially design* the demonstration project was to include 30

workers who were working full-time at the beginning of the project but who

reduced their hours of work at some time during the project. period but no

later than six months frdm the end of the evaluation period. The design

specified that we ask questions about workers' job. satisfaction before

they reduced their hours of work. At that time we would also survey each

participant's supervisor to gauge the supervisor'a attitudes towards

older workers and also to have the.supervisor rate the performance of the

full-time worker. Sometime after the worker had ente-redtthe project

by reducing his or her hours of work, wewould again collect information

on job satisfaction, job performance and supervisor attitudes for the part-

time job. By comparing the information at two points in time, we hoped

to detect shifts in worker performance, job satisfaction and in supervisor's

attitudes which coullibe attributed to the charge in hours of work. To

control for other factors that could cause these shifts we planned to

select a control group, matehed by key characteristics including the

.initial desire to reduce hours of work. This control group would be

workers who continued as full-time workers, i.e. they were not able to

reduce their hours 'of work,as they had wished to. The control group would

also be surveyed at the beginning and end of the project period and these

data would be compared with those for the participant workers.

However, unforeseen factors over which neither we nor the staff of

thn Alternative' Work Patterns unit of the DepartMent of Employment Re-

*lations (AWP-DER) had any control altered the way the project worked out

in Ictual practice. These alterations reduce our ability to come to firm
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cpnclusiona about the effect of workers',reducing their hours of work and

therefore need to be discussed prior to the presentation of the demonstra-,

tion project results.

In planning the demonstration project it was impossible to predict

the ease with which the iequired number of workers could be identified,

arrangements for4art-time work could be made with supervisors and partici-

pants, they could be interviewed as full-time workers anC1 then entered into rhe

demonstration project. While 30 participants was an arbitrarily chosen

number, it was selected as a reasonable numbet of workers that. could be

recruited during the project period and be analyzed with some statistical

confidence. However, the small number meant that comparability among

participants had to be attained as far as possible.

The difficulty in recruiting 30 workers was fat greater than anticipated.

This is not entirely surprising given our subsequent finding that this

number is 10 percent of all state employees who were potential project

participants (i.e. all those might be interested in reducing hours now)

and the well known difficulty of reclassifying state jobs and obtaining

supervisor cooperation in changing hours of,work. We had hoped that all

project participants would conform to the pattern of hours change originally

specified and described above. In fact the project participants are a

far more heterogenous group than we had originally planned. Some partici-

pants we excluded from the analysis because their situation was so unique

they could not be compared with other participants or of any control

workers we could identify. Others however, we were forced to include,

and therefore our findings are weakened by the aggregation of fairly
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diverse cases. (See volume 1 1.pl.mentation). (.

Difficulty in retruiting workjrs was aggravated by the fact that

neither we nor the staff of A19-D;7.R had final control over whether and

when a person who wished to do so kould in fact reduce their ho..irs of

'

work. The decision whether or not to ,alloW an interested worker to Firtici-

pate had to be negotiated, sometines over a period of months, and ,h=layed

entry into the project r,eant /that research-ends necessarily suffer,.n.

In addition participatien required the agreement of workers and .,,urur-

visors to aer the ne,e,sary surveys during the participation period.

Oft.n this a6-eement did rot come until after the worker had in fa,t

rr=duced their hours of work. In some cases the "before" dati .co.1,! ii)

be.collected retrospectively which'jeopardized the accuracy of the in-

formatian.

Because A;'P -DER had little control over the process of who would

re:Ike hours to part-tirc, they were often not inf-rmed ab.ut rert.-zin

aspects of their'p,articip;:ats' working lives which, thouzh trivial to

supervisors and workers, were of great importance ia te:r,; of the re-

Asearch.

For example, some participants arc DepPrtment of -nle eTpl, ,s

who were allowed to reduoe their hours if w(rk i% the

1980 on the conditdon thit Htv r,turn to their full-t're ,t,,hedelc .!!,1

the first of the year. Thu,- c>.;,.-.1ng,es in job satisfaction and perfo-:,1r..e

for this group of workers muct be enderstood as a change that fresultst

if workers know that the switch in hcurs of work is temporary. It ic not

a permanent change in hJurs of uv.rk ai)d is not strictly ,to.r.parable to
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changes that result from permanent part-time employment. While we would

argue that such flexibility in setting job schedules is.'of some benefit

to both employers and employees, the inclusion of these workers means

thet we are able to say less about the effects on key variables ok a perman-

ent shift to part-time work.

In addition, it was not always made clear to AWP-DER staff which

supervisor was actually apliraising the performance of a given participant.

Or, often supervisors would team up and do them in a way wlich was impos-

sible to determine. In other cases, workers retired without informing DER,

or there would be a change in supervisors which went unnoticed until much

later in time. Thus changes in supervisors' attitudes in some cases could

be due to changes in supervisors rather than in the.attitudes of either

supervisor.

The separation of recruiting functions and project evaluation between

AWP-D,ER staff and our own staff meant that the evaluation does not reflect

some information that may have been useful in evaluating the strepg .hs

and weaknesses of the data. This division of tasks was agreed to silce

DER staff has mucn greater access to personnel recOrds and expected to

maintain contact with participants and supervisors. It was natural that

they would handle the orientation of each worker and supervisor as each

began participation in the project. In retrospect, however, it is clear

that the evaluation staff was not sufficiently aware of the recruiting and

orientation problems that might have had an important impact on the

establishing the comparability of the participant group and the validity

of theidata,collected. Greater sharing of the responsibilities would

have been desirable.although its value was not anticipated when the

80
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division of responsibilities was,established.

Finally, two difficulties were anticipated and were taken into

account in designing the evaluation, but at the same time limit our

ability to draw firm conclusions on some aspects of part-time work.

Firsu, we realized that there was no way to predict in advance who might

participate in the demonstration project. Thus, no specific job analysis,

the cornerstone of performance analysis, could be &One. Instead we had

to design a general performance appraisal process which could be used

regardless of job. This means that the appraisal method used is identical

across all jobs, thus increasing our 4ility to compare answers across

pkticipants and time, but may fail to pick up importao.:. effects of part-
.

time work that are specific to certain jobs. Secondly, we kneW that

participants would enter the project at different times during the two-

year project period. The first participant entered ii June, 1979, and the

last participant entered in December, 1980. This means that each partici-

pant was "on board" for a different length of. time and comparisons among

them are therefore-difficult. For example, six participants were in the

project for less than six months; two participants were in the project for

between six and ten months; six in for between ten and fifteen months;

seven were in for between 15_and 20 months, and nine were in for the entire

27 months.

The demonstration project, therefore, proceeded within the limits

of severe constraints both because of the way the administration of the

project was structured and because of constraints which naturally occur

when research attempts to elialuate, but cannot control real-world events.

Some problems of.the data resulted inevitably because we were askinf, busy

8
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people to cooperate in a venture from which they would receive only marginal

reward. In this section, we will examine several issues related to part-

time work for the older State workers nearing retirement.

B. Project Participants: An Overview

As Chapter II (Participarits Job and Demographic Characteristics)

of the Alternative Work Patterns Unit report indicates, the 15articipa'ht

group was a heterogenedus group of-workers. This variety makes them an

interesting group to study, yet the diversity of participant, makes general-

izations about their experiences difficult. For example, of the thirty

participants recruited, four (or 13.3%) were reinstated into half-time

lobs from full-time jobs.after a shorr'period of retirement. Further,

of ihe remaining twenty-six people, not all viewed part-time positions

as a permanent shift from full-time work. One participant reduces hours

every summer and arranged for a leave of absence to fill the other half

of her position. Another went on half-time after surgery and then returned

to full-time when his health improved.. Moreover, three workers from the

Department of Revenue reduced hours temporarily in the fall on the con-

dition that they return to full-time work around the first of the year

when the Department's workload increased. Thus, at least five (16.7%)

-of-the participants viewed their part-time positions as temporary and

therefore are not ideal subjects in a demonstration project intended to

study the impact of permanent reductions upon performance and job satis-

faction. For a description of each participant, the job held and their

reasons for reducing their hours of work is included in the AWP-DER final

report.

The participant group differed in imporiant ways from the group

of respondents to the older Worker Survey (bee Table 1), They were older

83
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than respondents (61.4 versus 58.8 years), the ratio of men to women was

lower (.38 compared to 1.25) and they held jobs at lower occupational

categpries. Twelve participants (41.4%) filled clerical positions and

nine (31.0) had service and maintenance positions compared td the 16 and

18% respectively of respondent group in these two occupational groups.

One quarter of the respondents were professional while only three (10.3%)

of the project participants were in this category.

These age and occupational diffeLences resulted in a lower mean

educational level for the participant group, and a higher proportion

divorced or widowed.compared to respondents. It is also worth noting

that _the two largest employing agencies among the respondent group (the

University of Wisconsin System and the Department of Health and Social

Services (57%)) employed only 36% of project participants. A far larger

proportion of participants than respondqnts were employed by the Depart-
.

mept of Administration.

We suspect that many of these differences arose in part because

certain jobs are more amenable to part-time work than are others. But,

in addition, participants were able to obtain rather speedy permission

from supervisors to participate-in the project. Even though age and sex

were not significant predictors of interest in part-time work and occu-
r

pational differences were not those predicted (See Table 15), supervisors

seemed to be mcre willing to adjust working hours of older females in the

lower occupational categories. Thus, we'suspect that the make-up of the

demonstration project participants may largely be a reflection more of

supervisors who are more willing to use part-time workers than of workers

who would work part-time if given complete freedom to do so.
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We inteiviewed each participant as he or she entered the project.

During the interview we asked participants to explain why they were re

ducing their hours. Inspection of their responses indicated that their

major concerns were for more leisure time (53.3%), a desire to work less

hard (30.0%), familir obligations (26.7%), and poor health. Some viewed

parttime work as a chance to "do other things," and many participants

saw parttime work as a means of "easing into retirement" or as a middle

ground between abrupt retirement and fulltime work.

When we reinterviewed participants at the end of the project we

asked them to give us their opinions about the adVantages and disadvantages

of parttime work for older workers. Participants were almost uniformly

enthusiastic. Advantages most frequently cited were better health ("not

as tired" and "feel better"), social ("lets you talk to people," and "gets

you ou.- of tne house"), economic ("like the money," and "can have an income
4

of one's own"), family reasons (such as having more time to be with spcuse),

and moie time for various leisure time activities such' as volunteer work,

hobbies, and general recreation.

Workers felt their participation in the project had bSen a successful

experience, but some pointed to possible problems for others. These

included fewer benefits Zsuch'as vacation days, holidays and sick leave),

not as much money, and less social security. One person mentioned that

they were less satisfied with their working hours because they had to

work evenings because only these shifts were available to parttimers.

A number of participants retired early. Economic and family reasons

seem to have had the largest impact here. One participant reported that a

son had graduated from,school an& thus no lo ger needed support; another

participant remarked that she wished to spen1 more time with her spouse

who Was alsci retiring.
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C. Reducing Hours of Work and Job Satisfaction

Questions 18 through 30 on the older worker survey'(See Appendix A)

aiso served as the primary source of information on the job satisfaction

of project participants at the beginning of the project ,peribd. These

questions were designed to probe a number of facets of job satisfaction.

Specifically, we tried to identify the separate components of job satis

faction and changes in job satisfaction. Our first five measures,combine

the answers on these questions to obtain indices of 1) satisfaction with

jOb tasks (questions 18, 23, 25), 2) satisfaction with financial aspects

of their jobs (questions 19 and 22), 3) satisfaction with the degree of

autonomy their jobs offer (questions 24, 26, and 27), 4) satisfaction with

coworker relationships (questions 28, 29, 30), and 5) general job satis

faction (questions 18, 19, 28 and 29). The final three measures attempt

to.capture changes in job sat.isfaction and the importance of job versus

. nonjob activities: 6) whethdt workers have become less satisfied with

various aspects of their job over the past year (questions 22 and 23),

7) wt-ether workers want more control over their jobs ,(question 26 and 27)

and 8) the degree.to which the job is centtal to a worker's life (questions

20 and 21). Note that there is considerable duplication among these measures

in 'questions inclnded. Each reflects a somewhat different, but not unique,

asi3ect of job satisfaction. These measures afe not the same as those

used in Section II. -In that section we fden'on levels and changes in

general job satisfaction as determinants of interest in parttime work.

Here we look in detail at various aspects of job satisfaction for workers

who are clearly interested in parttime work and have acted on this interest
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by reducing their work' hours. It is much more important that we isolate

the components of job satisfaction in greater detail than we did in

-

Combining responses to these questions in various ways, we were able
,

11
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to create indices which would allow us to estimate the level of job

satisfaction of workers and to detect shifts in different job satisfaction
-. .

dimensions. Each index varies from -1 to +1. An "0" responsp on any given

-

question indicates that the respondent neither agreed nor disagreed (i.e.

was neutral) with the statement present. A "0" score on.an index could

indicate indifference for all respondents or an equal number agreeing and
\

disagreeing. For example, if a worker strongly agreed with the statement

in question 18 that "in general I am satisfied vilth what I do on my job,"

agreed with the statement in question 19 that "in general I am satisfied

with my salary, benefits, and other financial aspects of my job," agreed

with the statement in question 28 that "in general I get along with my co-,

workers," but disagreed with the statement in question.29 to the effect

that "most of my co-workers think I am tdo old to be working," that worker .

would show job satisfaction index of close to +1. if the worker disagreed

with the first three statements, but agreed with the statement in 29, the

worker would be given an index of close to -1 on the satisfaction dimension.

-(See Appendix D for a more detailed description of the indices used.)_

As Table 18 shows, participants were in general, fairly satisfied

with all aspects of their full-time jobs. Participants were quite likely to say

'that they were generally satisfied with theii. jobs (-.538). They tend to see their

job as central to their lives (.508), and are satisfied with their relationships with

92



Table 18

tob Satisfaction.Indices
for Participants Prior to Entry into Project

Dimension N Meat

1) Task Satisfaction 25 .447

2) Financial Satisfaction 29 .388

3) ,Autonomy Satisfaction 26 .026

4) Co-Worker Satisfaction 30 .289

5) General Job Satisfaction , 30 .538

6) Less Satisfied Since 1 YearAgo 28 -.219

7)' Want More from job 28 .0,63

8) Centrality of Job 30 .508

Note

gee Appendix D for detaile&description of how indices were constructed.
- All indices range between -1 and +1.
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their co-workers (.289). Participants were not as likely to say that they

were satisfied with the amount of control they had on their jobs (.026).

Almost is many of them disagreed with the autonomy statements as agreed

with them. The variables entitled "less satisfied than one year ago" and
ft

want more from job" require further explanation. The rigative sign before

the "less satisfied" dimension (i.e. -.219), indicates that 60e workers

disagreed with the statement (i.e. they were no less satisfted than a.

year ago.) than agreed. A positive sign would have signified that a

majoiity of respondents were less satisfied. Hence, it is,clear that

the Majority of participtnts were,not less satisfied than a year before.

Similarly, participants were mixed on whether or not they wanted more

control over their jobs. The mean figure of .063 indicates that only

slightly more participants agreed than disagreed.

Participants filled out the job satisfaCtion c,.estions for the first,

time when they entered the project. In some capes, this was at the same

time as the general older worker population completed the questionnaire

(in Spring, 1980). In other'cases, however, if that worker had not answered

them at the time ofcthe generalemailing, the participant completed the

first set of jgb satisfaction questions upon entering the project. In

order to isolate shifts in job satisfaction stemming from reductions in

hours of work, we asked participants to answer all of the job satisfaction

questions again when the project ended. We then compared the scores on
4

the job satisfact'on indices between the two times the participant completed

the surveys.

Table 19 compares the mean scores on the indexes at these two points

in time. Scores on all job satisfaction dimensions but one improved

slightly. General job satisfaction'incr,eased from .538 to .543; task
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Table 19

Participants' and Control Group Workers'
Job Satisfaction at Time 1 and Time 2 .

Workers'

Time 2 +/-Dimension N

Participants' Job
Satisfaction

Time 1 Time 2 +/-

Control\I\G>ioqp

Job Satisfktion

N Time 1

Task Satisfaction 25 .447 .464 +.017 28 .107 , .320- +.213

,Financial Satisfaction 29 .388 .490 +.112 27 .019 .038 +.019

Autonomy Satisfaction 26 .026 .071 +.045 27 .068 -.179 -.247

Co-Worker Satisfaction 30 .289 .302 +.013 27 .364 .360 +.006

General Job
Satisfaction 30 .538 .543 +.605 27 .463 .470 +.007

Less Satisfied Than
1 Year Ago 28 -.219 -.356 +.137 28 .018 -.067 +.085

Want More From the Job 28 .063 .148 1-.065 25 .019 L.250 -.269

Centrality of the Job 30 :508 .519 +.011 26 .315 .308 -.007

Noteb

See Appendix D for construction of Job Satisfaction Indices

Time 1: mean for all project participants based on answers given prior to

entry into demonstration project.

Time 2:, mean for all project participants based on answers given at end

of project.

+/-: change in means between times 1 and 2.
c,
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satisfaction increased moderately from .447 to .464, and satisfaction

with financial aspects of the job increased from .388 to .490. In ad

dition autonomy satisfaction improved modestly, coworker satisfaction

Increased, and participants became less likely to say they.were less

satisfied on their jobs compared with a year ago. Participants were

slightly more likely, however, to want more out of their jobs when they

were parttime than previously. Most interesting is the apparent large
6"

shift in financial satisfaction among participants which appears to have

accompanied the switch in work hours from full to part time. For some

workers, parttime work may have meant a more satisfaceory balancing of

work effort and takehome pay.

While project partictpants experienced some increase in job ;atis

faction, however, defined, we do not know whether this change can be at

tributed solely to their change in hours of work. Other factors such as

new employment policies and general attitudinal shifts among society in

general, which would affect the job satisfaction of all workers may also

have caused such an increase. To separate changes in hours of work from

these changes caused by other factors, we compare data for participants

with data for a control group of fulltime-workers matched with each

participant by age job classification, sex, department and interest in

parttime work.

Table 19 gives mean job satisfaction indices for participants and

the control group at both the initial time_period and at the end of the

project period. Although we focus our discussion on changes in job

satisfaction for individual workers and have much less confidence in the

validity of using these measures to compare across Individuals, it is
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interesting to note that participants score higher on almost all job

satisfaction measures than do the control grOup workers. Since the control

group also expressed interest in reducing their hours of work now, we would

expect the,two groups to have similar scores. This suggests that, as

Meives (1979a found for job-sharers; that workers willing to participate

in a demonstration project may be tomewhat different from non-particIpants.

For example, it may be that while PRWO participants were less satisfied

with their jobs than are persons who did not want to reduce their hours

of work (see Section II), that workers who could quickly and smoothly

arrange a part-time schedule and Who were willing to participate in a

projecl such as this one wel-e those workers who got along well with

supeTvisors and co-workers and whose jobs were particularly suited to

part-time work. Those in the control group were workers who although interested

in an immediatireduction in hours of work did not pursue this option. These

workers may have jobs that are not easily, adaptable to patt-time schedules or

supervisors who are less willing to approve a change.1Thus, the group of participants

may not be typical of all workers who want to reduce their hours of work

the experience of this demonstraci-m project might not be duplicated

by a broader part-time wcrk program. Table 19 suggests that increases in

job satisfaction among participant workers cannot be attributed solely

to a change in hours worked. Similar and sometimes greater absolute

increases in the mean value of these indices were observed for the control

group. General job satisfaction increased a similar amount for both

groups. Zhe task satisfaction index increased .017 points for participants,

but by .213 points for the control group. On the other hand, the autonomy

index fell for control workers as did the last two measures listed in

IWe have no way of 'knowing why control workers did not move to a part-tine schedule.

Participant workers haa often given considerable prior thought to working part-time.

Thus control workers simply may not have had sufficient time to consider the implication

of part-time work and to work out witb their supervisors a mutually aggreable schedule.

9
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Table 19; the indicevfor all three of these measures increased for

participant workers. It may be that this difference is due to the fact

that control group sorkers came to realize the inflexibility of their job

schedules. hie may have been taken as proof that they had less autonomy

than they had originallk thought. If this is true the daeline in the

index indicating wish for more control over tasks for the cOn-

trol group is curious. It may be that this group, noting that adjustments in

work hours would be difficult,,subsequently adjusted to the realities of

their job and ceased this quest for further flexibility. This process

has interesting implications. While the control group may have preferred

part-time work, our data suggest that workers adjust expectations to

the job they currently hold. Thus wtiile the difficulty in arranging part-time

work may mean an adjustment in how they evaluate the degree of control

tbey have in their job, it appears to have no effect on worker job satis-

faction.

The data in Table 19 indicate that increases in job satisfaction

occured among participants and control group workers alike. It may be

that some change in financial satisfaction can be attributed to part-time

work since for this index the difference between the two groups of

workers in the change over time is large. Again, as mentioned earlier,

it may be that the participant group saw part-time work as a means of

combining part-time salary with income from other sources and felt that

the part-time salary received was sufficient compensation for part-time

work. This is unlikely, however, because participants showed no change

in social security or other pension income. Any such changes therefore

would have to occur in sources other than these two.

90
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In conclusion, our data indicate some increase in job satisfaction

among participant workers, but they also show that similar changes occtred

among the control group. These changes cannot be attributed to the change

in hours of work. _Further, the higher value for the indices of participants

suggests that this group of workers may have been unique. If this is true

these results might not be duplicated by a larger state program. If the

p.rticipant group is unique, it is impossible to know merely by looking at control

group what mighi have happened to the job satisfaction of the forme: group

if they nad not been granted the opportunity to work part time. Thus, we

really don't know what the result for job satisfaction might be for

workers who are permitted to reduce hours of work prior to retirement.

Our findings suggest little effect although it is difficult to know what

might otherwise have happened to participants.

D. Reduction of Hours of Work and Work Longevity

We expected that workers who reduced their hours of work would con-

tinue on their jobs for a longer time than would workers who remained

full time until retirement. We anticipated that workers who might otherwise

retire because of demands of full-time employment would be attracted to

jobs which offer greater flexibility in terms of hours of work or task

definition.

To test this hypothesis we observed the behavior of demonstration

project participants over the life of the project and compared them with

the control group workers. We examined the proportion of participants who

retired before the end of the project and compared that percentage with

the proportion of controls who had retired.
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Of 27 control group workers who returned our survey, 25 (92.6%) were

still on ;heir jobs at the end of the project. Because control group

workers were chosen in December, 1980, we compared this persistence rate

with those 2articipants who came on board January 1, 1981 or later. Of

23 particilients in this group, six had retired before the project ended.

This means that only 17, or 73.9% of the participants worked nine or more

months after reducing their hours of work. These data suggest that

workers who.reduce their hours are more likely to retire early than those

who do not reduce their hours, when interest in reducing hours of work is

controlled.

This finding is coqrary to our expectations. We theorized that

workers who reduced their hours of work would work longer because they

would have reduced the stress which was c ng them to desire such an

hours reduction. We reasoned, therefore, ha workers who actually reduced

their hours of work would be less likely to retire. It may be that the

participant group would have retired much sooner if they had not been able

to reduce their hours of work, and that because we did not identify factors

contributing to early retiretient, we did not obtain a control group matched

to participants by this important characteristic. This also indicates

that the participant group was different in important ways from the control

group of workers and that these differences both enabled them to arrange

part-time schedules while the control group could not and caused them to

behave in different ways from the controls. But these differences, includ-

ing differences in retention rates, cannot be attributed to the reduction

in work hours.
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E. "Reducing Hours of Work and Productivity

We hypothesized that the productivity of older workers would remain

the same or increase compared with their productivity before they reduced

their hours of work. This expected increase could arise for several

reasons. First, we hypothesized that for workers of all ages more work

per hour can be performed during a 4-hour period than during an 8-hour day

when fatigue at the end of the work day might reduce work effort and output.

We hypothesized that this would be especially true for elder workers if

job fatigue were associated with age. Finally, we expected that if the

wish to reduce hours of work was associated with recent increases in job

dissatisfaction that reduced hours of work would encourage a worker to

do a job well during a shorter period of time, reducing the lost work

hours that might result as workers try to avoid unpleasant job tasks dur-

ing a full eight-hour day.

As discussed earlier we were limited by the design of the demonstra-

tion project to analyzing performance rather than productivity (which

would require a specific and comparablemeasure of output.) We looked at job

performance prior to the reduction in work hours and then six months

later. Thus, the performance of all workers are compared over a time period

of the same length, although the six-month period could occur at different

points in time for each participant.

We asked the supervisor of each participant to list and rank between

four and seven tasks that the supervisor felt were important to the

successful completion of the job (See appendixA for performance appraisal

forms). Then, we asked the supervisor to rank each worker on each task

along a seven-point scale which ran from below minimum standard to

excellent. We asked supervisors to rate their employees before they

1u,
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reduced hours of work and then six months after the reduction. Changes

in ratings would reflect changes in performance.

Analysis of performance data indicated that the impact of job re-

ductions on performance was nixed. Of the twenty-six participants who

were rated twice, the performance of eight improved; twelve stayed the

same, and six went down.

We expected that changes in performance of participants would mirror

supervisors' predictions about whether participants' performance would

improve or diminish. Specifically, we.expected that supervisors who

thought that 'Leir employee's performance would increase would rate that

employee higher on the second rating, and conversely, that supervisors who

thought that their supervisee's performance would diminish would so rate

them on their performance appraisals. Contrary to our expectations,

the performance of employees did not necessarily mirror their supervisor 's

stated expectation. Of three supervisors wbo expected their employee's

performance to increase, two employees remained the same, and only one im-

proved. Of the three supervisors who said they thought their employee's

performanée would decrease, one remained the same and two went down.

Because we were unable to obtain performance data from supervisors of

the control group workers, it is impossible to know how these performance

appraisal changes compare with changes that might have been observed for

other workers. Our data indicate no uniform effect of a change in hours

of work on performance. Performance was almost as likely to be rated

lower as higher at the end of the six-month period. It should be noted,

however, that these ratings are from performance appraisals of supermisors

and may be as 'much affected by slpervisor's attitudes as by the actual
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productivity of the worker. At the same time the affect of attitudes on

the job performance data do not,support the original hypothesis that a

reduction in hours of work will increase productivity. While we only

'have data on performance, we find that performance ratings fell between

the two ratings almost as often as they rose. We guess this is fairly

typical of all workers, and represents little change from the situation

411at would hawe been found if the performance of the control group could

have been evaluated.

F. Reduction of Hours of Work and Supervisors' Attitudes

One purpose of the demonstration project was to measure the impact

of having older workers reduce their work hours upon supervisors' attitudes

towards older workers and part-time work. This is an important issue

since the cooperation of supervisors is required before a worker can either

reduce his or hen, hours to part-time or return to work part-time after

\

retirement. In adijition, supervisors' attitudes are important because

r,c

employees' Pdrformatice levels will be affected by the way supervisors feel

about both the older Worker and about the fact that he or she is working

part time. For an oldel: worker to be w lling to work part time and to

./

.perform well on that job,\\unbiased supe vision is required.

We obtained data on su'Rervisors' aittitudes through both a mailed

survey and'telephone intervie with 1)rticipant supervisors as each

participant entered the project 'Slee AppendixA). In the questionnaire

we asked each supervisor to agree, or state no opinion regarding whether

older workers were more desirable than younger workers with respect to

health, mental concentration, training, motivation, performance, and

number of mistakes made on the job, and asked supervisors their probable

position, should a hypothetical older worker approach them with requests

1 ()



to reduce his or her hours, return to work after a short period of retire-

ment, or delay retirement past the normal retirement age. By examining

the distribution of responses, we hoped to gain some idea of supervisors'

opinions about older workers and their productivity compared to younger

workers. During the telephone interview, we asked supervisors about their

experience with older workers, opinions about the effect of aging upon
A

performance, and expectations they had regarding the future performance,

of the participant each supervised.

In responding to the questionE on attitudes towards older workers

supervisors frequently checked the "neither agree nor disagree" response.

Whether this response means real neutrality or simply reluctance to state

an opinion is not clear. Better than 37% of all responses on the question-

naireyere no opinion responses. On some questions, no opinion responses

amounted to far more than half the number of responses. For example,

eighteen of the thirty of supervisors (60%) neither agreed nor disagreed^

with the statement that "if I could choose, I would rather hire a younger

worker than an older worker. TWenty of twenty-nine who answered question

#21 (See appendix A) neither agreed nor disagreed.

A number of factors may account for the high proportion of neutral

responses. First of all, in conversations with supervisors, it became

apparent that supervisors were used to and preferred to deal,with their

employees on a "one-to-one" basis and found it difficult to make general-

izations. Supervisors were reluctant to take a controversial and sometimes

illegal stand on a single issue. For examPle, few expressed a definite

opinion on question 8, "If I could choose, I would rather.hire a younger__

worker than an older Worker," when agreeing with such a statement could

be viewed as discriminatory. Finally, supervisors may not have been
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sufficiently informed or convinced about the importance of their responses.

For a busy supervisor, filling out what may have seemed a rather meaning-

less questionnaire may have been done most quickly by giving the least

controversial response. While we analyzed the responses of supervisors,

the reader should keep in mind that any generalizations made in this

section concerning responses on the questionnaire by both participant

supervisors and a control group of supervisors should be seen as highly

tentative and based only on the responses of a small number of super-

visors.

Because of the large number of supervisors who iefused to give a-

definite opinion on many of the attitudinal statements, it is impossible

to statistically test for the association between these statements and

characterics statistically of
'
supervisors and workers. We can only

/

briefly describe the answers that were given.

In general, supervisors of participant workers have a fairly posi-

tive opinion 9f older workers. questions 3 and 7 reveal with some degree

of reliability the views of supervisors. Fifty percent of the supervisors

did not think that older workers have more health problems than younger

workers (Q. 3); 56.7% disagree with the statement in question 7 that workers

should be required to retire at the age of 65. Responses to other questions

on opinions of older workers confirm this positive image. Most supervisors

who expressed an opinion think that, compared with younger workers, older

workers keep their minds on their work better, are not harder to train

into.a new job, work harder, are more interested in their job performance;

make fewer mistakes on the job, and most supervisors would not hire a

younger worker rather than an older worker.
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Supervisors also appeared favorably disposed toward allowing a worker

to,reduce their hours of work or return to work after having retired, and

would allow a worker to work past the normal retirement age. This finding

is to be expected since participants' supervisors had already agreed to

allowing a supervised employee to reduce hours of work am a part of the

demonstration project. This suggests that supervisors of project partici-

pants may be a group biased in favor of flexible job schedules for older

workers, if not for -ll age groups. To estimate the degree of this bias,

we administered the same survey and interview to the supervisors of the

matched control group workers. These supervisors oversee the same types

of employees as participant supervisors; the only difference is that

control group supervisors have no workers in the demonstration project.
1

For control supervisors as well, comparisons are difficult. Control

group supervisors also appear to be quite positive about older workers

and alternative work options for older workers. On question 7, approx-

imately the same percentage (60.0%) of control groups supervisors also

disagree that workers should be forced to retire at the age of 65, and

those control group supervisors who expressed an opinion, responded the

same way to other questions as did participant supervisors. The only

difference lies in responses to question 6 ("Compared to younger workers

vho do the same kind of work, older workers make fewer mistakes on the job.").

Seven of eleven control group supervisors who expressed an opinion believed

that older workers make more mistakes than younger workers, but only

1While the control workers are full-time, it may be that their super-

visors also supervise some older workers working part time. If so, the

control group ii not controlled by type of worker supervised. This may

account for the similarity in experience and attitudes between the two

supervisor groups.

,
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seven of fifteen participant supervisors

mistakes than younger ones.

While there are severe shortcomings

seems to be that participant supervisors

disposed toward older workers or toward

work options for older workers than are

thought older workers made fewer

in the data, the general picture

are not necessarily more favorabiy

the feasibility of alternative

other supervisors. We have al-

ready given some of the reasons why supervisors may not have been willing

to reveal their true opinions. In addition, it may be that general at-

titudes among state government employees are such that a climate of opinion

in favor of alternative work options, as an idea, is widespread. Or, the

answer may lie in the way control group supervisors were selected. Be-
,

cause there is no roster of supervisors in State government, we used the

control group workers as a way of identifying control group supervisors.'

Thus supervisors in both groups have had some experience supervising older

workers.. The control group may be different from other supervisors

because they supervise at least one worker over 55 and who

wanted to work part-time, and be,more like the participants' super-

visors.

At the same time, because one group of supervisors did permit workers

to immediately reduce their hours of work we expected that supervisors'

attitudes Loward older workers working in alternative employment options

would improve over the course of the project, Thus, we surveyed partici-

pant supervisors 'again at the end of the project to detect any shifts

in opinions about these subjects. Again, the high number of no opinion

responses made comparisons difficult.
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One easily measured difference does exist between the two groups.

The mean age of control group supervisors was 55.9, compared to only 48.9

for participant supervisors. Unfortunately, the small sample size and

frequency of missing data make it impossible to control for the effect

of age on responses. More control supervisors were "older workers" them-

selves. Thus, they may naturally be more favorably disposed towards

older workers and flexible schedules than younger supervisors.

There were no obvious attitudinal shifts on the part of participant

supervisors ls a result of their experience with older workers working part

time. Participant supervisors were still favorably disposed toward

older workers and alternative work options but not notably more sc. The

same was true of the control group supervisors.

The conclusions drawn based on the Mailed survey data were confirmed

with additional data from a telephone interview (See AppendixA). This

interview obtained information on the number of older workers (55+)

supervised, opinions on age-related performance declines, and on the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of employing older workers.

In general, both participant and control group supervisors have had

considerable experience with older workers both as co-workers and as super-

visors. Twenty-three of the former (76.6%) and 22 of the latter (88.0%)

have supervised older workers before.

Supervisors in general were reluctant to generalize about the ability

of particular groups of employees, and a common response was that they

couldn't make general statements because their employees varied so much.

Almost all of the participant superyisors (73.7%) believed that there was.

no exact age at -ahich performance begins to decline. Of seven participant
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supervisots who did feel that older workers' performance declined after a
1

specifidd age, three believed that that age was after.55, and two said

performance began to decline after the age of 65. Only three of the con-

trol group supervisors felt that performance of older workeis declines

with a:ft.

When asked about the advantages and disadvaniages of having older

workers on ,he job, supervisors were generally sahguine regarding older

workers. When asked to list advantages and disadvantages, they listed

far more advantages, and we grouped them together to btStg'out the most

'ommonly mentioned traits.

The most common trajts listed as advantages were "experience,"

checRed by 20 participant supervisors (68.9%), and "dependabilit,"

checked by 21 supervisors (72.4%). (Table 20.) Over 92% of participant

supervasors listed one of these two as theemost important advantage af

employing older workers. A.third group of advantages was cited less

often% These advantages included conscientiousness, pride in work,

TS
greater wisdom, greater care concerning work, greater satisfaction, tact,,

knowledge of the field, positiVe attitudes toward work, common sense, and

lesser degree of absenteeism and siclatess.

Fewer supervisors listed disadvantages of hiring older workers; 11

participant supervisors listed none at all. The most common disadvantages

listed that were associated with hiring older workers related to in-

flexibility, tecAnical obsolescence, reluctance to innovate, and "nega-

tive attitudeg dueto failure to advance." These accounted for 19 of the 29

separate disadvantages (65.5%) given by supervisors. Another eight super-

.

yisors listed poor health as a major disadvantage of hiring older workers:
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Table 20

Participant and Control Group Supervisors' .

Opinions of Advantagea(Of Employing Older Workers

Advantages
Cited

Initial
Participant Control Group

Follow-up
Participant Control Group

Z*

Experience 20 68.9 13 48.1 15 55.6 11 47.9

Dependability]. 21 72.4 9 33.3 10 37.3 10 43.5

Positive Work
Attitude2 10 34.5 22 81.5 15 55.6 16 69.6

Thoroughness of Work
3

6 18.5 3 14.8 6 22.2 0 0.0

Interpersonal Skills
4

3 13.8 4 14.8 2 7.4 3 13.0

Other
5

5 17.2 4 18.5 3 5 21.7

None 3 10.3 5 3.3 2 1.

29 27 27 23

Notes:

1dependable, reliable, stable, stead, responsible

2dedicated, pride in work, hard work, better attendance, positive

attitude, stronger incentive, more satisfied, punctual, calmer approach, try

to do good job, higher productivity, fewer distractions, take less sick

time, more interested, conscientious, serious, less time wasted reading, more

concerned with performance

3taring-about work, workers, thoroughness, knowledgeable

4 tact, teaching younger workers, sociable, easy to get along with,

experienced with people

5
common sense, wisdom

savvy, well-rounded

percentages'add up t

more than one advantage

less excitable, mature, deliberate, competent,

o more than 100 beCauie supervisors often listed
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These eight supervisors accounted for 26.7% of the supervisors. Other

characteristics noted were alienation from younger workers, greater

forgetfulness, and grumpiness.

Thus, participant supervisors see older workers as mature, dependable le

and experienced, yet reluctant to innovate. While on the surface this

combination of traits may seem self-contradictory, the greater experience

of older workers may have taught them that new solutions may not be as

effecatious as younger workers may think. They have seen new solutions

tried and fail, and may therefore be more,cautious in their approach to

problems. This, then, may be interpreted as reluctance to innovate by

..

VA

t
participant supervisors who are generally younger than the participants

supervised. Whatever the specific gdvantages or disadvantages listed,

however, interviews confirm the generally positive attitude toward older

workers given by the surveys.

Experience with the project did not result in much change in super-

visors'opinions of older workers. They listed roughly the same advantages

and disadvantages at the end of the project as they had at the beginning.

Supervisors still saw older workers as experienced, dependable, mature,

reliable, aneknowledgeableaabout their field, although fewer cited depe;;44-

bility as a major advantage. At the same time more participant supervisors

..

4,_

listed disadvantages of hiring older workers than had done during the
,

follow-up interview as at the first interview. There were no changes over .

time in advantages cited by control group supervisors.

The major disadvantages cited were the same as earlier -- inflexi-

bility, lack of desire to innovate, slowness, lack of willingness to take

,

N-,
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on new tasks, and professional obsolescence. Twenty-three out of forty

responses (57.5%) by participant supervisors were in these groups. Another

seven participant supervisors (29.2%) gave poor health as a major dis-

advantage of employing older workers. NeverthAless, supervisors listed

overall, five more traits as disadvantages, and only three supervisors

gave no disadvantages, compared with nine supervisors on the initial

interview. Moreover, supervisors cited a number of disadvantages which

differed from those given early in the project. Here, supervisors included

lowered productivity, reluctance to work over-time, more phyiical problems,

personality problems, difficulty relating to younger workers, and decline

in attention when close to retirement. Hence, direct experience with

part-time workers in the project, may have caused supervisors to be some-

what more negative toward older workerb. The extent to which this is

true, however, is not clear because of the small number of supervisors

included in the project. Overall, however, .the project apparently had an

impact upon supervisors' attitudes, probably bedause of supervisors'

prier experience with older workers as co-workers and as supervisors.

Thus, they probablir had a fairly solid base of experience upon which to

base judgments about older workers.

In conclusion, a comparison of opinions of participant and control

group supervisors indicate few differences between the two groups.

Experience, dependability, and a positive work attitude prove to be those

characteristics which supervisors see as advantages, while poor health,

inflexibility and a lower learning rate headed the list of disadvantages.

There were only alight changes over time in the attitudes and opinions
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of participant supervisors; fewer cited dependability as a major advantage,

and more listed some disadvantages. .

G. Conclusion

It is difficult to know what effect participation in the demonstration

project had on participants' job satisfaction,job performance or an the

attitudes of their supervisors. Few changes were in fact recorded and the

observations are too few to make these changes statistically significant.

While we tried to control for factors other than change in hours of work

that could cause the recorded changes, it Was difficult to identify a true

control group of workers or of supervisors against which to compare

participant workers and their supervisors. First there is some indication

that particivant workers were a special group whose work attitudes might

have both enabled them to arrange for a reduction in hours of work and

determined their rather high job satisfaction both before and during the

evaluation period. Thus the control group may have differed from the

participant group in attitudes towards work and in their relationship

with their supervisors, i.e. in key ways that we could not identify but

are important in caNng differences between the two groups of workers.

The'control group of su:ervisors was particularly difficult to identify

correctly, and in retrospect we were probably not successful in doing so.

Because we were unable to identify the population of supervisors from which

to choose a matched group, we were restricted to choosing supervisors of

the control worker groups. Indeed they were matched on one variable they

probably should not have been -- their supervision of older workers.

Thus experience with older workers did not differ for the twa supervisor

groups and therefore it is not surprising that their attitudes towards

older workers were very much the same. However, we did find a majo

11.3
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difference in age. ConLrol group supervisors were much older than were

participant supervisors. Thus similarities between the two groups in views

about older workers and schedule flexibility may be caused by different

factors. The participant supervisors may have indeed been more open to

schedule changes for older workers (and perhaps for others as well) while

the centrol group supervisors were biased towards older workers because

they were themselves in that category. In practice the latter group may

not have been as fleXible since the control workers were unable to arrange

for a reduction in part-time work while the participant group was. While

we do not conclude that there is a definite age-related difference in

supervisors'willingness to experiment with flexible schedules, our data

suggest that this might be so.

There were no major changes in job satisfaction, job performance or

supervisors' attitudes measured by the demonstration project. Thus the

change in hours of work maintained the level of job satisfaction and job

performance that had been reported for the full-time job. This may

indicate that workers in general adjust to the work situation in which

they are likely to remain. While Rome adjustment might occur in how

they view the amount of control they have over their own job when they

are denied the chance to reduce hours of work, job satisfaction and

performance does not decline. Likewise, howevel., there are no major

costs in terms of job performance if the reduction in hours of work is

granted and supervisors who are willing to allow changes in work schedules

ate not disillusioned by their experience with older workers working

part-time.

1
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IV. Epilogue

This report has looked at two aspects of part-time work. first, through

the answers to a survey cn part-time work, we examined the number and

characteristics of older state employees who would be interested in reducing

their hours of work within the next year. Next we looked at the effects on

job satisfaction and performance of a group of workers who did reduce their work

hours between June 1979 and December 1980. It is important to recognize that

the first part of the report analyzes interest in part-time work, while the

second looks at the results of actually doing so. While many workers might

express interest in a change in work hours, it may be that their job

characteristics, job responsibilities, family obligations and relationships

with supervisors and co-workers make such a change difficult. In addition,

state employment rules sometimes constrain the ability of departments to quickly

approve a change in work hours. Demonstration project participants were workers

who were able to arrange a part-time work schedule within the short period of

time required by the grant period. They may have already put a considerable

amount of thought and effort into the decision, might have had jobs particularly

suited to part-time -work or have had supervisors especially willing to accomodate

the desires of their older employees. Thus differences in the results of the

two parts of this report probably arise from their focus on different aspects

of job choice (i.e. wishes and actual behavior) and from the time constraints

imposed by the project (i.e. project participants had to arrange for part-time

work within a very short time period).

Readers may(have already noted that the characteristics of workers

jnterested in part-time work (i.e. respondents to the Older Worker Survey) and

demonstration project participaats differed in important ways. We found that

full-time workers more likely to be interested in part-time work were those
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with high wages, who had given considerable thought to retirement (or

alternatively, have other job opportunities or assets) and workers who were

classified as technicians. On the other hand, demonstration project participants

were largely in clerical and service jobs and had below average (for all

respondents) ':...ducational and salary levels. We do not believe that these

differences cast doubt on our conclusions in Sections II and III. From these

differences we conclude that the interest of state workers in part-time workA

extends far beyond those occupations that traditionally have been aslumed most

amenable to part-time work or job sharing. Because worker interest in part-time

work must surely be influenced by the type of job held, we feel that workers and

jobs are probably more adjustable to flexible work schedules than is generally

recognized or demonstrated by the characteristics of jobs actually held

part-time; and that workers themselves might more clearly see the possibility

of adjusting their jobs to part-time schedules than do their employers. Because

the demonstration project was known to be short lived, and no changes in state

policies on promotion opportunities, retirement benefits or job classificationi

could be promised, it was clear that there was neither time nor institutional

support for workers and their supervisors who wished to explore somewhat

different work options. In short, we feel that differences between the

characteristics of workers who expressed interest in part-time work and

demonstration project workers point to a need for and the probable success of a

program exploring and encouraging part-time work options.

Further, our research found no predictable effect of actual reductions upon

job satisfaction, job performance, or supervisors' attitudes. Whereas much of

the literature contains sweeping statements concerning the great advantages of

part-time work for employees, we found no dramatic changes for most workers who

actually reduce their hours. The lack of changes in job satisfaction after

reduction in hours suggests that workers adjust in terms of job satisfaction to

116 `,1
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the characteristics of the jObs they hold. It is alio possible that the increase

in satisfaction that workers seek by reducing hours of work cannot be measured

well by traditional measures of job satisfaction. For exam2le, workers in ill

health who want to work fewer hours may not be dissatisfied with their job per

se, but with the match between their job demands and physical strength. Their

answers to questions on job satisfaction are not likely to reflect the latter

aspect of their dissatisfaction if they would in healthier times wish for no

changes in job tasks, earnings or control over job decisions. Thus we suspect

that the lack of change in job satisfaction for participant worker does not mean

that workers wish to reduce their hours of work for reasons entirely unrelated

to Lheir jobs or that the inability to change working hours would not at some point

result in grpwing dissatisfaction with their job. This study was unable to identify

long run changes in job sat4, ction or adjustments other than in work hours

that might be made by workers and their supervisors (including retiring completely).

It is clear from our study that changes in hours of work is an attractive means

for adjusting to change, that a fair number of workers ire interested in part-time

work opportunities and that no major ill effects arise from a reduction in hours

of work. In addition, both participant and control group worker supervisors were

generally favorable toward older workers and alternative employment options, and

our performance appraisal data shows that workers perform at roughly the same

level whether or not they reduce their hours.

From the demonstration project results it is difficult to predict the likely

results of large number of workers reducing their hours of work. The participant

group may be a unique group of workers since they were able to arrange part-time

work schedules rather quickly, as required by the grant period limit. In addition,

for real effects of hours reductions to show up, one would have to examine job

performance over a longer period of time and job, performance criteria would have
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to be grounded on job analysis. But it is clear from our data that reducing hours

of work will cause little h'arm. Whereas there were no dramatic changes in job

satisfaction, performance, or supervisor's attitude, older workers reduced their

hours, there'were no ill consequences either.

A program that examined the conatraints on the ability of workers and their

supervisors to arrange part-time work and the loosening up of these constraints

would be advantageous to many older workers. It is clear that a fair number of

older workers and their supervisors are open tb phased retirement or flexible

work schedules. A state program that assisted them in arranging alternative

work options for older workers would not only be to the benefit of older workers,

but might increase the ability of the state to retain workers who would otherwise

retire from state work due to growing job dissatisfaction or declining health.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A contains all the surveys and interview schedules we
designed during the life of the project: the. older worker survey, in-
itial and follow-up participant interview schedules, performance appraisal
forms, initial and follow-up supervisor surveys and interview schedules.

State personnel files provided a list of all older workers currently
employed by the State and gave data on address, place of residence, employ-
ing department, job classification, E.E.O. category, and year of birth.

A The Older Worker Survey collected data on gender, marLtal status,
health, education, number 5:4-. years worked for the State, extent of retire-
ment planning, circumstanais under which respondents would delay retirement,
interest in working for pay after retirement, current work status, inter-
est in reducing houri of work before retirement, job satisfaction, feelings
about retirement,'current benefits, expectations about post-retirement
incothe and leyels of living, current salary, total family income, average
annual salarSr before taxes during the three highest-paid years of State
employment, and number of dependents.

During the initial and termination participant interviews, we asked
partiCipants why they entered the project, what benefits, if any, they
were currently receiving, and income both before and after entering the

)
project. On the termination interview, we asked participants why they
were ending their participation in the project, income trom social security
and Wisconsin State Retirement Fund, if any, and earnings upon withdrawal
from the project, and specific questions about their work or retirement
situation. Those who were continuing to work part-time but not in the
project, we asked about their new supervisor, position, and employing
agency. Tfiose who were retiring, we asked about their expectations of
post-retirement levels of living plans about post-retirement employment.
Those who will leave State service, we asked the name of the firm for
which they would be working, the title of the new job, and whether
or not that job would be ful- or part-time. Finally, for those returning
to full-time State jobs, we asked about the position, the job and agency.
It should be noted that not every participant fit these categories.

When we designed the questionnaire, we expected that some participants
would leave the project early, and we were not confident that we could get
to interview each participant before he or she left the project. Therefore,
we designed the interview schedule in such a way tha there would be an
appropriate set of questions for each group.

The performance appraisal process has been explained in the texf, and
therefore requirmilittlo further explanation here.

Supervisor surveys asked supervisors their opinions about the char-
acteristics of older workers compared with younger workers, whether
workers should be required to retire at age 65, and about the .feasibility
of various work options for older workers.



Supervisor 1nter4iews asked a number of questions which seemed to

be better suited to a persohal intervisw. These included questions

about the supervisor's experience with older workers in the past, about

t;he performance of older workers, the advantages and disadvantages of
employing older workers, age of thsupervisor,and expedtations abont
each participant's performance. This question was omitted from interviews

of control group supervisor5.1

At the end of the project, we administered an abbreviated form of
the supervisor interview, specifically questions #1, #2, #5, #6, #7, #8,

and ;9.

4



2.

3.

4.

APPENDIX A.1.

ALTERNATE WORK OPTIONS SURVEY

*A4C 0 . male female?

Are you . . . single married divorced separated widowed?

In general, is your health . excellent __goods fair poor?

Compared with one year ago,..is your health . . . better same worse?

5. Please circle the highest year

Elementary

1 23 4 5 6 7 8

you.completed in school.

High School

9 10 11 12

College Graduate School

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 or more

6. How many years have you worked for the State of Wisconsin?

7. In general, how much have you thought about your-retirement plans?

'very little noi'-at alla great deal some

8. What is your best estimate of the age at which you will retire from Wisconsin
state employment?

9. Because of a federal law effective January 1, 1979, it is now possible for
state employees to work past the age of 65. Are you aware of this change?

no yes 010. Has your awareess of this new law changed your
retirement plans?

no ___yes ) 11. At what
planned

12. Check all those circumstances under which you would
the age at which you presently plan to retire.

age had you previously
to retire?

4
work for the state past

under no circumstances would I work for the state past the age I presently
.plan to retire.

if I could continue my present job as it 1.s now.

if inflation were to continue at a high rate .

if the work were made less stressful.

if I could work a shorter day.

if I could work fewer days in a week.

if I could work four, ten-hour days a week.

if I cotld share my job with another worker.

if I could work more flexible hours.

other. Please explain:

13. Do you intend to work after retirement in a non-state job? _yes

1 2

no
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14. Do you presently work . . 113 1/2 2/3 Full-

time time time time

15. In total, about how many employees do you supervise on your job?

16. Many workers are exploring new work options that entail reduáing the

number of hours they work. If you could choose, would you, within the

next year, reduce the number of hours you work in a week?

___yes no417. Many workers, however, might choose to reduce their

hours of work under certain conditions. Under which of

the following circumstances would you reduce the number of

hours you work in a week? Please check all that apply.

under no circumstances.

if there were no decrease in fringe benefits.

if there were no loss of future social security or

state retirement benefits.

if there were no loss in health or life insurance benefits.

if there were no loss in sick leave or vacation time.

if I could collect full retirement benefits while

working reduced hours.

I could return to my present hours if I changed my

mind during the first year.

if I could train for another type of job at the same time.

other. Please explain:

Itens 18 through 33 are statements you might make about your satisfaction with

various aspects of your job. By circling the appropriate number to the right of

each statement, please indicate whether you strongly agree, agree, neither agree

nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree with these statements.

18. In general, I am satisfied with what
I do on my job.

In general, I am satisfied with my
salary, benefits and other financial

-aspects of my job.

,/ 20. My opinion of myself goes up when I

do my job well.

21. In general, I would work even if I

did not need the money.

Neither

Strongly A- AgEejt nor Dis- Stronay

Agree gree Disagree Agree Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 . 3 14 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 14 5
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22. Within the past year, I have become
less satisfied with my salary and
benefits.

23. .Within the pait year, I have found
the things I do on my job less
satisfying.

Ntither

Strongly A- Agree nor Dis- Strongly

Agree, Fee Disagree Agree Disagree

24. I make most of the important decisions
on my job.

25. I want just as much control over
deciding what I do each day as I
have now.

26. I want more control over deciding what
I do each day.

27. I want more control over setting my ,

working hours on my job than I have

now.

28. In general, I get along well with my
co-workers.

29. Most of my co-workers think I am too
old to be working.

30. Few of my co-workers understand what
growing old is like.

31. Within the past year, the amount of
fatigue I feel at the end of my day
has increased.

32. I am looking forward to retirement.

33. If given the chance now, I ould
reduce my hours of work.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 14 5

The remaining questions ask about your income. We wish to reassure you that any

information you provide will be held strictly confidential. No one outside of our

staff at the University of Wisconsin-Madison will be given access to it.

34. Are you now receiving retirement benefits from .

Wis. State Retirement Social Security Other Pensions None

35. If you had to guess now, how do you think your total family income after

retirement from your state job will compare with your total family income

LEI, before retirement from your state job?

more than 2/3 about 2/3 about 1/2 about 1/3 less than 1/3

1 26
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36. After retirement, what proportion of your total family income will be provided

by your Wisconsin state retirement? Your best estimate will do.

more than 2/3 about 2/3 about 1/2 about 1/3 less than 1/3

37. After retirement, what proportion of your total family income will be provided

by social security? Your best estimate will do.

more than 2/3 about 2/3 about 1/2 about 1/3 less than 1/3

38. Do you think that you will be able to live comfortably after retirement without

accepting post-retirement employment?

definitely yes probably yes __probably not definitely not

39. What is your current salary from the State of Wisconsin before taxes?

_per year/month/week/hour.

O. During calendar year 1979, what was the income of you and your spouse from all

sources before taxeb and deductions? An estimate will do.

lomo-14,999 20,000-29,999 4o,000-49,999

5,000-5,999 15,00'6-19,999 30,000-39,999 5o,000 and up

41. 'Have you worked for the State of Wisconsin for at least three years?

No Yes. -0 42. What were your average annual earnings before taxes

,during the three highest-paid years of state

employment. Your best estimate will do.

0-4,999 15,000-19,000 40,000-49,999

5,000-9,999 20,000-29,999 50,000 and up

10,000-14,999 30,000-39,999

43. RCAF many people, other than yourself are dependent upon your income?

Date Completed

THABK YOU WRY MUCH

12
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DEFINITION OF

PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL CATEGORIES

1. Comnletely uniicccotable. This dertribes a level of performance which is
. tlearly and completely below minimum standards. Normally, this level of
performance indicates that an employee should not remain on the job unless
improvements are made quickly.

2. Marcinally unaccentable. This describes a level of performance which is
partially or occasionally below minimum standards. Normally, this level
of performance, if maintained consistently over time, indicates that an
employee should not remain on the job.

3. Marcinally accestable. This describes a level of performance which is just
barely below minimum standards. Normally, this level of performance indicates
that an employee could remain on the job but that the employee is not
consistently performing at the minimum standard.

4. Minimum Standard. This describes a level of performance which is regularly
good enough to meet the normal requirements of the job. Normally, this leve/
of performance indicates that an employee should remain on the job but that
performance is no better than the minimum standard.

5. Good. This describes a level of performance which is usually at the minimum
standard and is occasionally above that.required to meet the basic requirements
of the job. Normally, this level of performance indicates that an employee
should remain on the job and that performance is better than the minimum
standard on occasion.

fi. Very ("mod. This describes a level of performance which, on a regular basis
is clearly above the minimum standard. Normally, this level of performance
identifies an employee who does more than that which is required and who can
serve as an example of a distinguished employee.

7. Excentionally r;ood. This describes a fevel of performance which is Vrthout
exception distinGuished. Normally, this level of performance identifies an
employee whose performance is consistently far above the minimum standard and
who performs at a level which is above the capabilities of most employees.

123
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PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Job:
Employee Rated:

Rated By: Date:

Below are the performance objectives you previously listed along with the minimum standards you used. Please

describe the employee's accomplishments and circle the number below which best describes the job rerformance of

the employee named above on each of the objectives listel. The mid-point on each performance scale is the minimOm

standard. Under "Accomplishment," state how the employee actually perforr4d, compared to the minimum standard:-

required for the job. An example of an "accomplishment" for the worker who conductS workshops might be "excellent"

ratings from all those in attendence.

Performance Objectives

--1

r4 r4

4-1 4 I-I 4 r4r-1
ti4 44ow mo :1 0 8 41

r4 V .4-4 04 ri 04

b143

te g 'tat

g 41
0 0 Minimum0

8 g to) "4 0 Standard

Accom-
plishment

1. 2 3 11 5 6 7

2. 1 2 3 14 5 6 7

3.
1 2 3-14 5 6 7

. 1 2 3 11 5 6 7

5.
1 2 3 14 5 6 7

6. 1 2 3 14 5 6 7

7.
1 2 3 14 5 6 7

Overall Performance (with
1 2 3 .14 5 6 7creater emphasis on the

most imnortant.ob ectives)
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ALTERNATE WORK OPTIONS

SUPERVISOR SURVEY
AND INTERVIEW FORMS

This questionnaire consists of a series of statements some people might make about
workers who are 60 years of age or older. I would like you to indicate whether
you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly dis-
agree with each statement.

1. Compared with younger workeri, o.Lder
workers are better able to keep their
minds on their work.

2. Compared with younger workers, older
workers are harder to train into a
new job.

3. :ompared with younger workers, older
workers have more health problems.

4. Compared with younger workers, older
workers work harder.

5. Compared with younger workers, older
workers are more interested in their
job-performance.

6. Compared with younger writers who do
the same kind of work, older workers
make fewer mistakes on the job.

-7. Workers should be required to retire
at the age of 65.

8. If I could choose, I would rather
hire a younger worker than an older
worker.

4 9. Compared'with younger supervisors,
older supervisors are better able to
direct the work of older workers.

A

10. Compared with older workers who work
full time, older workers who work
part time perform better.

Strongly
.Agree Agree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Dis-
&ales

Strongly
Disagree

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 14

1 2 3 II 5

1 2 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 3 14 5

13L



11. If an older worker under my supervision
Asked to reduce the number of hours he
or she worked'in a week, I vould'igree'
if I thought,there would be ,no decline in
the quality Of 'work my unit produced.

12. If an older Worker under my supervision
asked to reduce the numbers of hours he
or she vorked'in a week, I would-agreerif
I thought there would be no decrease in
the quantity of work my unit produced.

13. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to reduce the number of hours he or
she worked in a week, I would agree if I
thought this were the only way I could
keep a qualified worker.

_14. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to reduce the number of hours he
or she worked in a week, I would agree
if the worker had health problems.

15. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to reduce the number of hours he or
she worked in a week, I would agree if
the worker's co-workers didn't object.

16. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to reduce the number of hours he
or she worked in a week, I would agree if

my supervisor didn't object.

17. If an older worker under my supervision
asked, to reduce the number of hours he or

she worked in a week, I would refUse.

18. If a person Who had retired within the
last year asked to return to work under
my supervision, I would agree if it did
not diminislf)the quality of the work my

unit produced.

19. If a person who had retired within the
past year asked to returp to work under
my supervision, I would agree if it did

not decrease the quantity of the work my

unit produced.

Neither
Strongly Agree or Dis- Strongly

Agree Ag_z_Te_ pisagree Agree Disagree

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5,

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3, 4 5

1 2 3 5

3. 2 3 Ii 5



20. If a person who had retired within the
past year asked to return to work under
my supervision, I would agree if the
worker's co-workers did not object.

21. If a person who had retired within the
past year asked to return to work under
my supervision, I would agree if the
person had performed well before retire-

, pent.

22. If a person who had retired within the
past year asked to return to work under
my supervision, I would agree although
the person had performed poorly before
retirement, if he/she now needed the

money.

23. If a person who had retired within the
past year asked to return to work under
my supervision, I would agree if my
'supervisor didn't object.

24. If a person who had.retired within the
past year asked to return to work under
my supervision, I would agree if the
person were slanning to return to work

part time.

25. If a person who had retired within the
past year asked to return to work-under
my supervision, I would agree if the

,person were planning to work full time.
%

26. If a person who had retired within the
past year asked to return to work under
my supervision, I would refuse.

127. If an older worker under my supervision
aksed to work past the normal age of
retirement, I would agree if I thought ,

A there would be no decline in the, quality

of work miunit produced.

28. If an-older worker under my supervision
asked to work past the normal age of
retirement, I would agree if I thought
there would be no decrease in the
quantity of work my unit produced.

0

A.3., 3

Neither
Strongly Agree or Dis- Strongly
Agree. Agree Disagree, Agree Disagree

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 ,14 5

l 2 3 14 5

1 1 2 3 14 5

R
a

...

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 14 5

1 2 3 14 5

1 3 3
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Neither
Strongly Agree or Dis- Strongly/
Agree Agree Disagree Agree Disagree'

29. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to work past the normal retire-
ment age, I would agree if I thought
this was the "Nay way to keep a qualified
worker.

30. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to work past the normal retirement
age, I would agree if my supervisor didn't
object.

31. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to work past the normal retirement
age, I would agree if the worker's co-
workers didn't object.

32. If an older worker under my supervision
asked to work past the normal retirement
age, I would agree if the worker wanted
to work full time.

33. If an older worker
asked to work past
age, I would agree
to work part time.

under my supervision
the normal retirement
if the worker wanted

34. If an older worker under my supeKvision
asked to work past the normal retirement
age, I would oppose tbe request.

N

1 2 3
// 14

5

1 2 14

2 3 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 5

1 2 3 5

Thank you in advancq for your cooperation. I will be calling you in the near future

for a brief, five-mlnute interview.

,///.



APPENDIX A.4.

SUPERVISOR INTERVIEWS

We-would like to find out a few things about you and your experience with older

.orkers. We consider an older worker to be one who is at least sixty years old.

1. -Have you supervised older workers in the past?

yes no

2. Have you worked with older workers as co-workers in the past?

yes no

3. How many older workers do you supervise?

(#)

4. In total, how nany workers do you supervise?

(#)

5. How much experience have yo.0 had with older workers? Would you say you have
-

had a great deal, some, orvery littlet

a great deal some very little

ye'
.

Next, I would like to ask you a few mote questions about older workers.

6. In general, do you think a person's performance declines after a certain age?

No (Nat //) Yes

7. In general, after aboUt what age does a person's performance begin to decline?

45 50 c 55 60 65 70

8. Generally speaking, what special advantages do older workers bring to their jobs?'

1.

24

3.

9. Generally speaking, what disadvantages do older workers display on their Jobs?

1.'

2.

3.

133-



10.

a. What is your age?

b. Are you under 55

55-59

60-63

6h-65

over 65

A.4., 4

43h

ASKAUESTION #11 ONLY OF SUPERVISORS WHOSE EMPLOYEES ARE PARTICIPATING IN THE PROJECT.

11. Your employee, , is participating in our project.

Do you expect his/her performance to improve, stay about the same, or decline

over;the course of this study?

improve stay the same decline

12. Do you have any further comments to make, or are there any questions you have

about this survey?

A

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME. YOUR RESPONSES WILL BE VERY HELPFUL TO US.

a

136



APPENDIX A.5.

SuperviBor's ireAna.I.riterview

The following information is important for an evaluation of any attitude
changes among supervisors of project participants.

1) Haw many older workers-do you, presently supervise?

2) In total, how'many workers do you presently supervise?

3)How much experience do you have in dealing with older workers?

,a great deal some very little ,

4) In general,,do you think that a person' performance declines after a
certainsge?

yes NO (Omit #5)

.5) In general, at what age does a person's performance begin to decline

45 50 55 60 .65 70

6) Generally,speaking, What advantages does an older worker bring to
his/her job?

A.

B.

C.

7) Generely spealdng, what disadvantages does an older worker brikg
to his/her job?--

A.

B.

C.

4

S.



APPENDIX A.6.

INITIAL PARTICIPANT INTERVIEW

ASK QUESTIONS 1 THRU 8 ONLY OF THOSE RETURNING TO WORK AFTER RETIREMENT

1. Briefly, why did you decide to return to work after you had retired?

4

inappropriate

2. Were the-re any otper reasons?

inappropriate

3. Did any of the following factors enier into your decision?

needed something to do with my Uwe

needed money

needed to.be with my old co-workers

needed sense of doing something worthwhile

needed sense of security

inflation made it hard to live

needed,the respect of 'others'

needed life and health.insurance benefits

1:30



INIIIAL PAMICIPANI INURVIEW.(4)

A.6.,-2

4. Are you receiving any social security benefits now that you have

returned to work?

yes no don't know inappropriate

5. What is the amount of social security benefits you are receiving?

don't know

inappropriate

per year/month

6. Are you receiving income from the Wisconsin Retirement Fund now thst

you have returned to work? .

yes no don't know inappropriate

7. What is the amount of Wisconsin Retirement Fund benefits you are

receiving?

per year/month

don't know

inappropriate

8. What are your estimated earnings, before taxes, on your current job?

er year/month/week/hour



INiiIAL PAKI1LIPA:4

A.6., 3

ASK QUESTIONS 9 THRU 16 OF ALL PARTICIPANTS WHO HAVE DECIDED TO REDUCE HOURS

9. Briefly, why did you decide to reduce the hours you have to work in a

week?
\

inappropriate

10. Were there any other reasons?

inalipropriate

11. Did any of the following factors play a role in your decision?

more leisure time

health reasons

didn't wane to work as hard

wanted more time to consult

wanted more time to attend classes

family obligations

wanted more time for church or community affairs

.111 j



INITIAL PARIICIPANI 1NTLRILW
A.6., 4

12. Are you receiVing any social security, benefits now that you have

reduced hours?

yes no inappropriate

13. Mhat is the amount of social security benefits you receive?

per year/month

a don't know

inappropriate

14. Are you recieving income from the Wisconsin Retirement Fund?

_yes- no inappropriate

15. Wbat is the amount of income from the Wisconsin Retirement Fund you

receive?

don't know

inappropriate

16. ,
What were'your earnings, before taxes, on the job you held before you

reduced your hours?

per year/month/week/hour

inappropriate

17. What are your earnings, before taxes, on your present job?

inappropriate



-

r
IiilIAL PAki1t..11A;.1 ibit.R.11.v, k,)

r

-

ASK QUESTION 18 OF ALL PARTICIPANTS

A.6., 5

18. Do you have any additiipnal comments you would like to make or any

questions about this survey?

,

,.

..

,

,

r

,

-

THANK YOU VERY MUCH. YOUR RESPONSES HAVE BEEN VERY HELPFUL.

0

1,1 ')
N.'



APPENDIX A.7.

EARLY TERMINATION INTERVIEW

1. Briefly, Irby did you decide to end your participation in the project?

1101 inappropriate,

2. Were there any other reasons?

inappropriate
,

3. Did any of the following factors play a_ role in your decision?

Xsupervisory pressure

dissatisfaction with the project

'Aber

inappropriate

4. Are you . .

continuing to work part-time but not in the project (Go to #5)
already withdrawn (Go to 19)
not yet withdrawn (Go to #19)

retiring (Go to #29) -

already retired (Go to #38)
not yet retired (Go to #33)

going to work in a non-state job (Go to Me)

already started (Go to #57)
, not yet started (Go to M49)

returning to work full-time for the state (do to #65)

already gone back to Work (Go to #78).
not yet gone back to work (Go to #72)

143



A. 7., 2

I

ASK THESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO RAVE DECIDED TO WITHDRAW FROM THE PROJECT BUT TO
CONTINUE WORKING PART-TIME

5._ Briefly, why did you deede to continue working part-time but to withdraw
from the.project?

inappropriate

6. Were there any other reasons?

Inappropriate

T. Did a4y of the f011owing factors .P.ay a role in'your'decision?

supervisory pressure

dissatisfaction with the project

foo much interviewing

8. Have you already withdrawn from the project?

yes no



A.7., 3

ASK THESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE DECIDET TO WITHDRAW BUT HAVE NOT YET DOVE SO1

We would like to ask you about your income. I realize that this may be a very
sensitive area for you, but it is important for us to assess the impact of alternative
employment options on participants' earning power. I assure you that any information

you give us will be held strictly confidential, but please teel free to avoid
answering any questions if you feel the least bit uncomfortable about doing so.

9. Will you be receiving any social security benefits when you are no longer in
the project?

yes no don't know inappropriate

10. What will be the amotint of social security benefits you will receive?

per year/month

don't know
-

inappropriate

11. Will you 1:)e receiving benefits from the Wiscbnsin Retirement Fund when you are

'no longer in the project?,

yes no don't know inappropriate

12. Wh'at will be amount of benefits you will
receive from the Wisconsin Retirement Fund?

don't know

inappropriate

per year/month

13: What will be your estimated,earnings, before taxes, wbcn you are no longer a

project participant?

per year/month/week/hour

' don't know

inappropriate

14. Will you be working for the same supervisor as you are now?

yes no .don't know inappropriate

15. Will you be working in the same position as you are now?

yes no don't know inappropriate

16. What will be the job classification of
your new position?

don't know

inappropriate 145



IT. Will you be working in the same agency as you are now?

k

A.7., 4

yes no don't know inappropriate

18. In what agency will you be working?

don't know

inappropriate

14,
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IASK TWESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY WITATAWN FROM THE PROJECT I

A We would like to ask you about your income. I realize that this may be a very sensitive
area for you, but it is important for us to assess the impact of alternative employment
options on participants'earning power. I assure you that any information you give us
will be held strictly colifidential, but please feel free to avoid answering any questions
if you feel the least bit uncomfortable about doingeo.

19. Are you receiving any social security benefits?

yes no. don't know inappropriate

20. What is the amount of social security benefits you are receiving?

per year/month

don't know

inappropriate

21. Are you receiving benefits from the Wisconsin Retirement Fund?

no

22. What is the amount of Wisconsin Retirement Fund benefits you are receiving?

per year/month

don't know

inappropriate

23: What are estimated earnings, before taxes?

per year/Month/week/hour

don't know.

inappropriate

2h. Are you working for the same supervisor you worked for before you withdrew from

the,project?

yes no inappropriate

7 25. Are you working in the same job you worked before you withdrew from the project?

yes no inappropriate

26. What is the job classification of your"present job?

inappropriate

27. Are you working in the same agency as you were before you withdrew from the project?

yes no inappropriate

28. .In what agency are you presently working?

1 4 'I*

inappropriate



A.7., 6

ASK THESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE DECIDED TO/RETIRE I

29. Briefly, why did you decide to retire?

inappropriate

30. Were there any other realms?

inappropriate

31. Did any of the foliowinkfactors enter into your decision?

poor health

wanted more leisure time

didn't want, to work as hard

wanted more time to pursue hobbies, community or church-related activities

lokt too many benefits

inappropriate

other

32. Have you already retired?

yes no inappropriate



A.7., 7

IASK THESE OF THOSE WHO HAVE DECIDED TO RETIRE BUT HAVE NOT YET DONE SO I

Now we would like to ask you about your income. I realize that this may be a very

sensitive area for you, but it is important for us to assess the impact of alter-
native employment options on participants' earnings. I assure you that any

information you sould give us vill be held strictly confidential, but please feel
free not to answer should you feel the least bit uncomfortable about doing so.

33. When you retire, will you receive any social security benefits?

no yes don't know inappropriate

34. What is the amount of sodial security you
will receive?

don't know

inappropriate

per year/month

35. After you retire, will you receive any benefits from the Wisconsin RetireMent

Fund?

no yes don't know inappropriate

36. What is the amount of Wisconsin Retireaent
Fund benefits you will receive?

-per year/month

don't know*NNW.

inappropriate

37. After you retire, how comfortably do you think you wp.l be able to live with-

out accepting post-retirement employment? i

-, very somewhat - not veiy not at all

comfortably comfortably comfortably comfortably

inapproprjate

14;)
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IASK THESE VECTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY RETIRED'

We wOuid like to ask yo about your income. I realize that this may be a very
sensitive area for you, but it is important for us to assess the impact of
alternative implojment options on participants' earning power. I assure you that_
any iaformation you give us will be held strictly confidential, but please feel
free not to answer should you feel the least bit uncomfortable about doing so.

38. Now that you have retired, are you receiving any social security benefits?
ft

no yes 'inappropriate
..

39. What it the amount of social security
benefits that you receive?

inappropriate

per year/month

40. Now that you have retired, are you receiving any benefits from the Wisconsin
Retirement Fund?

no

1

42. Have you accepted post-retirement employment?

yes

yes inappropriate

41. What is the amoUnt of social security benefits
that you receive?

per year/month

inappropriate

no -12)

..---

nappropriate

h3. Why did you accept post retirement 44. No* that you have retired, how
comfortably are you able to live
without accepting post-retirement

inflatiOn made it hard to live. employment?

employment?

'needed sense of self-worth _____ very comfortably

\ c
,

got bored somewhat comfortably

otper *1. not very comfortably

inapiwopriate not at all_comfortablyf

st
____, inappropriate

1
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IASK THESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE DECIDLT TO LEAVE STATE SERVICE I

45. Briefly, why did you decide to work in a non-stste job?

inappropriate

46. Were there any other reasons?

inappropriate

47. Did any of the following factors play a part in your decision?

inadequate pey

inadequate benefiis

dissatisfaction with what You did on your job

dissatisfaction with state government

better opportunities in the private sector

other

inappropriate

48. Have you already begun working in a non-state job?

yes no. inappropriate

0.4



A.7., JO

.." I THESE QUESTIONS ARE FOR THOSE'WHO WILL LEAVE STATE SERVICE BUT WHO HAVE NOT STARTED

WORKING IN THEIR NON-STATE JOB

49. For what firm or company vill you be working?

don't,know.

inappropriate

50. What will your new job title be?

don't know

inappropriate

/11
51. Will yoyrfjob be part-time or full-time?

sari)-time fUll-time don't know inappropriate

Now we would like to ask you about your income. I realize that this may be a very

sensitive issue for you, but it iiimportant for us to,assess the impact of alter-

native employment options on participants' earning power. I assure you that the

informationyou give us will be held strictly confidential, but pleace feel free not

to answer should you feel the least bit uncomfortable about answering them.

52. Will you be receiving 'social security benefits while working in your new job?

no yes don't know inappropriate

53. What will the amount of lour benefits be after

you begin your new job?

per year/month

don't know

inappropriate

54. Will you be receiving benefits from the Wisconsin Retirement Fund after you

begin your new job?

no yes don't know _inappropriate

55. Whet will be the amount of your benefits after

you begin your new job?-

per year/month

don't know

'inappropriate

56. What will be your estimated earnings, before taxes, on your new job?

per year/month/week/hour

know

inappropriate



A.7., 11

THESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO ALREADY ARE WORKING IN A NON-STATE JOB I

57. For what firm or company do you liork?

inappropriate

58. What is your present job title?

inappropriate

59. Are you working . . . part-timg full-time

We womld like to ask you about your income. We realize that this may be a very

sensitive area for you, but it is important for us to assess the impect of alternative
employment options on participants' earning power. I assure you thin any informatioa

es you give us will be held strictly confidential; but please feel ire* not to answer
should you feel the least bit uncomfortable; about answering.

I.

60% Are you presently receiving social security benefits?

no yes inappropriate

61. What is the amount you presently receive
from social security?

per year/month

don't know

inappropriate

62. Are you presently receiving benefits from Wisconria Retirement Fund?

no yes inappropriate

63. What is the amount you presently receive
from the Wisconsin Retirement FUnd?

per year/month

don't know

inappropriate

64... What are your estimated earnings, before taxes, On your new job?

per year/month/week/hour

inappropriate

1 5
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ASK THESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE DECIDED TO RETURN TO WORK FULL-TIME FOR THE STATE

65., Briefly, why did you decide to work full-time for the state?

inappropriate

66. Were there any other reasons?

inappropriate

674 Did any of the following factors enter into your decision?

supelwisory pressure

difficult to live comfortably on a part-time salary

needed sense of esteem wbich flows only from full-time work

can't do all the work I have to on part-time status

otber. Please explain.

inappropriate

68. Are you going to work full-time in the position you have now, or in a different

position?

same position different position inappropriate

69. In what agency will you be working?

inamiropriate

70. What will your new job classification be?

inappropriate

71. Have you alrearly begun working full-time?

yes no inappropriate



A.7., 13

THESE ARE FOR THOSE WHO HAVE NOT YET STARTED WORKING FULLTIME FOR THE STATE I

We would like to ask you about your income. I realize this may be a very sensitive
area for you, but it is important for(us to assess the impact of alternative
employment options on participants' earning power. I assure you that any information
you give us will be heldcstrietly confidential, but please feel free not to answer
should you feel the least bit uncomfortable with answering these questions.

.

72. Will you be receiving any social security benefits after you go to work full-
time for the state?

no . yes don't

know
inappropriate

73. What will be your estimated amount of
social security benefits after you go
to.work full-time?

74. Will you be receiving any benefits from
go to work full-time?

no yes

(ft

7 . What will be your

i

per year/month

don't know

inappropriate

the Wisconsin Retirement Fund after you

know
inappropriate

75. What will be the estimat.ed amount of
Wisconsin Retirement Fund benefits

.

after you go to work full-time?

per year/month

-741,---;464--44-1-1-1*-1the-ertimatet-ameterk-ot

WiNoismeitis-4444rmtgrt-tztattterriL.E-te

4,row..aaillramorive-siaber-rrtriso-tcr-wurk `e

SuiitIZE?

-

estimated earnings, before taxes, on your full-time job?

per year/month/week/hour

inappropriate

1 5
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IASK THESE QUESTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY BEGUN WORKING FULL-TIME FOR THE STATE'

We would liketo ask you.about yourjncome. I realize that this may be a very
sensitive treeor you, but it is important for us to assess the impact of al-
ternative employment options on participants' earning power. I assure you that

any information 'you give us will be held strictly confidential, but please feel
free not to answer Should you feel the least bit uncomfortable about answering.

7/. Now that you are working full-time for the state, are you receiving social
security benefits?

no yes inappropriate

711. _What is the amount of benefits you are
earning from social security?

. inappropriate

per year/month

Now that you are working full-time, are you receiving benefits from the
Wisconsin Retirement Fund?

no yes inappropriate

What is the amount of benefits you are
earning from the Wisconsin Retirement
Fund?

inappropriate

per year/month

INI, Whit are your estimated earnings, before taxes,.on your fulltime job?

pet year/month/week/hour

inappropriate



APPLMAN A.8,

Items 1 through 16 are statements you m ght make about your sitis.facjion with various

aspects of your job. Sy circling the app opriate number to the right of each statement,

phase indicate whether you strongly agreee\agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree,

or strongly disagree with these tatements.

dr
Strongly

Aires

1. In general, r am satisfied with what I
do on my job. 1

2. In general, / am satisfied with my salary,
benefits, and other financial aspects of

) my job. 1

3. My opinion of myself goes up.when I do my

job well. 1

4. In general, I would work even if I did not

need the money. 1

5. Within the past year, / have become less
satisfied with my salary and benefits. 1

6. Within the past year, I have found the
things / do on my job less satisfying. 1

7. / make most of the important decisions on

my job. 1

. I want just as much control over deciding

what I do each day as I have now. 1

9. I want more control over deciding what I

do each day. 1

10. I want more control over setting my working

hours on my job than / have now. 1

11. In general, I get along well with my co-

workers. 1

)
12. Most of my co-workers think I am too old

to be working. 1

13. Few of my co-workers understand what grow-
ing old is like.

. 1

14. Within the past year, the amount of fatigue

I feel at the end of my day has increased, 1

15. I ea looking forward to retirement. 1

16. If given the chance now, I would reduce my

bours of work. 1

_Agree

2

Neither
Agree nor Dis- Strongly
Disalree. Aura Disatree

3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 t 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

(

2 3 4 5

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

2 3 _4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5



APPENDIX IS ,

Older Worker Survey: Response Rates and Response Biases

Questionnaires were mailed out in late December, 1979 and January,
1980. Those sent by the postal service contained a stamped, self-addressed
envelope, and all questionnaires were accompanied by a letter which assured
the recipients that their responses would be confidential. On each survey
was a number which enabled us to follow-up non-respondents, and which
allowed us to identify c9ntrol sxoup workers.

From the first mailing weachieved a response rate of 52.5%. Late
in Match, 1980, we contacted those by mail who had not yet returned their
questionnaires. The follow-up procedure paralleled the initial mailing.
Those whom we had uriginally tried to reach through interdepartmental mail
were contacted again through interdepartmental mail; we mailed post cards
to those to whom questionnaires had first been sent by U.W. mail. Those
who had lost the original questionnairie were asked to contact us for,
another copy. After completing the follow-up Procedure, the response rate
had increased by about 10% to 62.5%.

The respOnseirate varied considerably by means sent. Over 73% of
those who received the questionnaire through interdepartmental mail returued
them, but only 51% of those who were reached through the postal service
completed their surveys. People seem-much more likely to have completed
and returned their surveys,if ehey filled them out as part of their work
than if they got them at home.

Five pieces of data were used to uomparp respondents with non-
_

respondents: year of birth, employingagency, E.E.O. Category, gender,
and place of residence. Comparison between respondents and non-rebpondents
in terms of these variables reveals no substantial difference.

Year of Birth

Over eighty percent of both groups were born between 1916 and 1925,

Table B.1.

Year of Birth of Respondents and,Non-Respondents

Year Total Non-Respondents Respondents

N % N % 'N %

1901-1905 19 .03 15 .7 4 .1

1906-1910 51 .08 34 1.5 17 .4

1911-1915 571 9.25 266 11.7 305 7.8

1916-1920 2605 42.20 965 42.6 1640 42.0
1921-1925 2927 47.42 987 43.5 1940 49.7
Total 6173 100.00 2267 100.0 3906 100.0
Missing 82 -- -- -- 82

TOTAL 6255 2267 3988

158
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though respondents had a greater percentage who were born between 1901
and 1915- Non-respondentmwerwtherefore slightly younger, though not
greatly so. Non-respondents were on average 59.6 ye#rs old, and respond-
ents averaged 58.8 years old. ,

EmPloying DepartMent

Non-respondents and respondents were also quite similar when compared
in terms of the agenciesyhich employed them. The University of Wisconsin

System and the State Department of Health and Social Services employed
well over half of each group. About 32.4% and 26.5% of the respondents
and 30.4% and 28:7% of the non-respondents respectively worked for these
two agencies.

able B.2.

Employing Departments of Respondents\and Non-Respondents

Department (State Code) Total . ,Reapondents Non-Respondents

N- N

University of Wisconsin
0

(100) . 1996 32.4 1305 33.5 691 3C.4

Agriculture (115) 183 3.0 143 3.7 40 1.8

Regulation and Licensing
(165) 96 1.6 14 .4 ,,82 3.6

State Fair (195) 46 .7 11 , .3 - 35 1.5

Historical Society (245) 84 1.4 54 (1.4 30 1.3

Public Instruction (253) 173 2.8 103 2.6 70 3.1

Natpral Resources (370) 266 4.3 171 4.4 95 4.2

Nrinsportation (395) 544 8.8 382 9.8 162 7.1

Health and Social Services
(435)

Industry, bo Human
Relations (44 334 5.4 217 5.6 117 5.2

Military Affairs 465) 61 9.9 38 1.0 23 1.0

Veterans Affairs 85) 165 2.7 89 2.3 76 3.3

Administration (505 183 3.0 127 3.3 56' 2.5

Revenue (566) 179 2.9 112 3.1 60 2.6

All Employees except issing 6160 100.0 389/3 100.0 2267 100.0

Missing 95 95

1630 26.5 979 25.1 651 28.7

TOTAL

E.E.O. Category

6255 3988 2267

Comparis :between the two groups also reveals a close similarity

E. . category of respondents and non-respondents. Though''a slightly

hig er proportion of.para-professioqals than other groups responded,

there was very little difference beeween the two groups. With both groups,

professionals predominated, followed by service maintenance, office cler-

ical and para-professional woricers.
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Table 8.3.

E.E.O. Category of Respondents and Non-Respondents

Category Total Respondents Non-Respondents

Officials-Administrators 290 194 5.5 96 6.2

Professionals 1413 27.8 998 28.2 415 26.8

Technicians 246 4.8 177 ' 5.0 69 4.4

Protective Service 307 6.3 219 6.2 i 88 5.7

Para-Professionals 728 14:3 443 12.5 285 18.4

Office-Clerical 898 17.6 637 18.0 261 16.8

Skilled.Craft 171 3.4 138 3.9 , 33 2.1

Service Maintenance 1035 731 20.7 304 19.6

Total. (without missing) 5088
.20.3

3537 1551

Missing 1167 451 716

TOTAL (including missing) 6255 3988 2267

Place of Residence

'FOurth, respondents and non-respondents were compared according to

where they lived. About one-quarter of both .groups live in Madison or
Milwaukee,19.7% and 17.9% redpectively in Madison and 6:3% and 7.3%
respectively in Milwaukee., .The remainder of both groups were spread

across the state. Other than Madison and Milwaukee the highest proportion

of *Yorkers live in.EauClaire, Oshkosh, Chippewa Falls, Lacrbsse, and

elsewhere. This comparison probably understates the dominance of' Madison

'and Milwaukee residence, because it probably ignored a large number of

workers living pear these two cities. Nevertheless, a majority of both

respondents and non-respondents live in smaller communities. Residential

patterns seem to make little difference.

Table 3.4.

Placea of Residence for Reapondents and-Non-Resporidents

Place of kesidence Total Respondents Non-Respondents

N % N %

MAdiion , 1162 186 770 19.7 392 17.9

Milwaukee 412 6.6 247 6.3 165 7.3

TOTAL 6255 100.0 .3988 101.0 2267 100.0

Gender ind,Response Bias

- -, There was no clear response pattern by gender. Men made up 56.5% of the

respondent group and 51.72 of the non-trespondent group, but these differences

were not large enough to indicate any significant bias.

16u-
4
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Table B.5.

Gender of Respondents and Non7Respondents

Gender Total Respondents Non-Respondents

Male 3420 54.7 2249 - 56.5 1171 51.7

Female 2829 , 45.2 1733 - 43.5 1096. 48.3

Missing 6 .1
,

., _6 .2 --

TOTAL 6255 100.0 3988 100.0 2267 100.0
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Demographic Characteristics of Respondents

The first set of questions'in the survey asked workers to report
their age, sex, marital strtus, and highest year completed in school.
Responses indicated that 56% were male. The average age of respondents
was 58.8 years, but almost sixty percent of the respondents were younger
than 60. Another third were aged between sixty and sixty-four years.
Almost thret-fourths (74.1%) of those who answered our questionnaire
were.married; another 8.5% were divorced; ten percent were widowed, and
'bout six percent were single. Slightly fewer than half had finished
high school; another third had finished college, and just under twelve
percent had completed some graduate school. About eight percent had only
an elementary school education.

Characteristics of Employees' Work

Almost all of those who sent in their surveys worked full-time; only
six pergent of them worked less than full-time. In general, those who
answered the survey had on average worked slightly under sixteen years for
the State, but over half worked fifteen or more years. Some,had worked

as many as forty years. "Professional" occupations predominated as might
be expected for civil service workers; one out of every four respondents
held a job classified as""profcssional." Slightly unaer eighteen percent

of jobs held were classified as "service/maintenance;" sixteen percent
were identified as "clerical," and about eleven percent of the occupations
held were para-professional. About one-third of the workers worked in
MAdison or Milwaukee; two-thirds outside of the two cities. About one-
third of the respondents (32.7%) were University employees, and close to
one quarter (24.5%) worked for the Department of Health and Social Services.
Together, these two agencies accounted for over hag (57.2%) of all the
agencies which employed respondents.

Health

Virtually all reported that they were in at least "good" health.
Over half the employees surveyed stated that their healthOwas "good," and
about one-third (33.9%) indicated that their htalth was "excellent." Less

than one percent described their.health as "poor." Virtually all (95%)
said their health was the same or better than it was one year ago. 'Despite

the general level of good health, a fairly large proportion'indicated
that they felt more fatigue at-the end of a working day compared with a

year ago. More than thirty-five percent of those who' stated an opinion
either agreed with or strongly agreed with a statement that they felt more
fatigue at the end of a working day.

Attitudes Toward Retirement and Altered Work Patterns

Most of those who responded to the questionnaire indicated that they
had given at least sotde thought to their retirement plans. Almost one-
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third had given "a great.deal" of thought to relirement,,and slightly

more than,one-half (50.4%) had given "some" thought to it. At the outset

of the study, we were curious about how many State woricars knew about the
new federal legislation changing the mandatory age-of retirement fromA5
to 70. It turned out that almost all workers (94.4%) knew of the change,
but that in more than three cases out of four (76.7%) the change in the law
had made no difference in the age 'it which workers planned to retire. Most

workers stated that they did not plan to work after retirement. A large

proportion, however, indicated that they might under certain circumstances
delaSr retirement and work beyond the age they presently plan'to retire.

'Job Satisfaction

An important part of our questionnaire was designed to estimate the
level of job satisfaction of older State workers in order to test the
relationship between worker satisfaction and interest in alternative work
options. From many of the open7ended responses- attached to the end of the

older worker survey, we expected to find the job Satisfaction of many older
workers to be low. We did noD find this to,be the case. Most of the
respondents indicated that they were either satisfied or very jatisfied
with various aspects of their johs. More than eighty-five percent of
these workers stated that they were generally satisfied with what they
did on their jobs (85.7%), and almost sixtY. Percent indicated they were
satisfied with their salaries (59.7Z).1 Workers were probably the least
satisfied with the amount of autonomy given them by their jobs and with
the relationships with ther co-workers.

/s. Income, Post-Retirement Benefits, and Expected Levels of.Living

'--About ninety percent of those who filled out the survey supplied

income information. Average annual income was spread over a wide range;
three-quarters of these workers reported that they enjoyed a family
income of between 10,000 and 29,000 per year, but the modal category,
shared by some thirty percent of the respondents was 20,000-29,000.
Average yearly full-time salary of these workers was about 17,000, but
some twenty-two percent of the workers fell into the 10,000-14,999 category.

As expected, most of the older State workers (88.0%) who iesponded
to the squestionnaire are not receiving any type of retirement income. The

small number that receives such income do so from the Wisconsin State
Retirement system or federal Social Security. In predicting their post-
retirement income, most respondents expect a considerable decline in their
income, to about one-half their 1979 income with Wisconsin State retire-
ment benefits and federal Social Security providing most of.their post-

retirement income (about one-third and one-third to one-half respectively).

Although only about forty percent anticipate living comfortably on ex-

pected income in retirement without working for pay, there appears to be

little interest in working after expected age of retirement. Response

to questions concerning the circumstances under which retirement may be

delayed, however, indicate that this situation may be altered by economic

conditions.
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Summary

C, 3

The general picture of older State workers that emeros.ia that
most are between the ages 9f 55 and 59, have.worked for the 'Staie tor
about fiftein years and earn about $17,000 per yeir. Most are married,
and most have graduatid from college% In general they are.p.sofessionals
who work outside Madiebn, primarily for the University of Wis,consin
System or foi the Dapfrtmeni of Health apd Social SeqviFies", ankview A

themselves to be in good health. They eve given some thought to their
retirement plans but might reduce t eir hours of Wprk t fore retirement
under certain circumstances. They are not particularly eager to work
for-pay after they retire, but at the same time, they are not particularly
optimistic over the extent,to which they can support themselves on their
expected retirement income from the State Retirement fund, or Social
Security.
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APPENDIX D

Construction of Job Satisfaction Indices used in
the Evaluation of the Demonstration Project

In general, responses to the job satisfaction questions on the Older
Worker Survey ware coded so that a."strongly agree" rt.zponse was.equal to
+1, an "agree" was +0.5, a "neither agree nor disagree" was equal to 0, a
"disagree response" coded -0.5 and a "strongly disagree" response coded
-1. All codes were done to make responses to questions 18 through 30 con-
sistent. The indices are equal to the sum of the codes recorded for the
appropriate question, divided by the number of questions in each index.
Thus each job satisfaction index varies between -1 and +1. For example,
a score of 41 on the LESSAT index means that the respondentswere1ess
satisfied with their job and salary than they were one year earlier.
score of -1 indicates that they were definitely not less satisfied. The
table below describes the questions used in constructing each index.

Table D.1.

Variable Questions Included:

1. Task Satisfaction Q. #18: In general, I am satisfied
(Q. #18 - Q. #23 + Q. 725)/3 with what I do on my job.

Q. #23: Within the past year, I have
become less istisfied with
the things I do on my job.

Q. #25: I want just as much control
over deciding what I do each
day as I have now.

2. Financial Satisfaction
(Q. 119 - Q. #22)/2

3. Autonomy Satisfaction
(Q. #24 - Q. #26 - Q. #27)/3

Q. 1119: In general I am satisfied with
my salary, benefits, and other
financial aspects of my pb.

Q. #22: Within the past year, I have
become less satisfied with my
salary and fringe benefits.

Q. 1124: I make moit of the important
decisions on my job.

Q. #26: I want more control over de-
ciding what I do each day.

Q. 1/27: 1 -aant more control over,set-
ting my working hours on''my job

than I have now.

4. Co-worker Satisfaction Q. #28: In general, I get along with my
(Q. 128 - Q. 129 - Q. #30)/3 co-workers.

Q. #29: Most of my co-workers think I
am too old to be working

Q. #30: Few of my co-workers understand
what growing old is like.



Variable

Table D.1. (continued),

Questions Iticluded:

3. General Job Satisfaction
(Q. 018 + Q. #19 4- Q. #28
- Q. 029)/4

6. Less Satisfied than one
year ago
(Q. #22 + Q. #23)12

7. .Want More from job
(Q. #26 + Q. #27)/2

8. Centrality of the job
(Q. 1/20 + Q. #21)/2

ir--

Q..#18: In general, I am satisfied with
what I do on my job.

Q. #19: In general, I am satisfied with
my salary, benefits, and other
financial aspects of my job.

Q. #28: In general, Isget along with my
co-workers.

Q. #29: Most of my co-workers think I am
too old to be'working.

Q. #22: Wfthin the past year, I have be-
come less satisfied with my
salary and benefits.

Q. #23: Within the past year, I have be-
come less satisfied wIth the
things I do on my job.

Q. 1/26: I.want more control oven decid-
ing whnt I do each day.

Q. #27: I want more-control over setting
my working hours than'I have now.

Q. #20: My opinion of myself goes up
when I do my job well.

Q. 1/21: In general, I would work even if
I didn't need money.

1. u u



Ou the Interpretation of F Statistics

4Wi used the F statistic-to test the "null hypothesis" that the
means of two populations are the same. The F statistic can be expressed
as:

7-

where SS, is the sum-of squares.(or variance) between groups and SSw
is the suM of squares (or variance) within groups. Since each sample
variance is an unbiased estimator of the population variance, the long-
run expected,value of the above ratio is about 1.0. However, for any
given pair of samples, the sample variances are not liAly to be:identical
in value, even though the null hypothesis is true. Since this ratio
is know0to follow an F distribution, this prObability distribution can
be used in conjunction with testing the difference between two variances
or for the equality of two population means.

An F statistic that is much greater than I generally indicates that
the null hypothesis can safely be rejected. In othei words, the variation
between groups should bA,larger than the variation within groups. But how
much greater does it haf..7e to be? Given a significance level (for example,
.05) and the degree of freedom for both s'ameples (Of = n-1) the critical
F can be found from an F statistical table and compared with the observed
F statistic. If the observed F is larger than the critical F, the null
hypothesis can be rejected.

The F test can be applied in regression analysis to test the null
hypothesis that the multiple correlation is zero in the population from
which the sample was drawn, or to determine whether an independent variable
or the addition of a particular independent variable, results in a signif-
icant reduction in the variance associated with the dependent variable.
The test statistic employed for the overall test for goodness of fit of
the regression equation is:

SS /k
reg

F =
SS

reg

where SSre is the sum of squares explhined by the entire regression
equation, gSS is the residual variance, k is the number of independent
variables in tESgequation, and n is the sample size. In this context,

the sum of squares attributed to the regression is the sum of the squared
deviations between each predicted regression line value and the overall
mean of the dependent variable. The residual sum of squares is the sum
of the squared deviation between each observed value of the dependent
variable and the regr,asion line value. On Lhe basis of these two types
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of sum of squar.es, the significance of the regression coefficient (and of
the correlation coefficiena can be determined by comparing the mean square
attributable to the regression with the mean square attributable to the
residual. -

Again, in order to reject the null hypothesis-
explained by the regression equation the numerato
variances(or the rfsidual sum of squares)-should
than the critical level of F. For more information
see Norman H. Nie et. al., SPSS: Statistical Packa
Sciences (New York: 2nd ed., 1975), P. 335.

1 '
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the ratio of variance
to the unexplained

to or greater
on the F statistic,
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